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THERE are just fourteen more days in
which to do Christmas
shopping. Get busy!

Willi
SNOW
colder
temperature Is a possibility tonight, the
weather man says.

1

EXCLUSIVE ABOOCIATED
VOL. XXXVI.
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corps on August 8. Othor kinds of
dumdum bullets were made by Eley
Brothers, No. 254-- . Cray's Inn Road,
London.
r
"2 xhe British government has ordered "from the Winchester's Repeat
high among the commanding aniebm-th- e ing Arms company 20,000 riot guns
percentage 'of loss is particularly ,wlth 50,000,000 of buckshot cartridges
missioned;. officers. Even colonels and
(The buckshot cartridge contains nine
occasionally generate, it says, remain- bullets. The use of the weapons and
ed on the firing line until they were this ammunition has hitherto been unable to escape only by motor cycles.
known in civilized warfare.
"3 The Union Metallic Cartridge
Russians Abandon Lodz?
company, Bridgeport, Conn., "on OctoAn official statement given out to- ber 20 secured
through Mr. Frank O.
day by the general staff of the Rus- Hoagland a patent for a mushroom
sian army indicated that the Russians' bullet. It has been ascertained from
were considering the abandonment of a reliable source that since October
Lodz. This statement says:
30, 8,000,000 cartridges made accord"During the fighting in the second ing to this patent were sent by the
half of the month of November, Loda above company for use in the British
acquired! great military Importance, army. No outside sign distinguishes
but when the German offensive on these bullets from
ordinary ammunithe
line failed, the ques- tion, so that the BOldier who uses
tion of the defense of Lodz lost its them does not know that he is
using
urgency. The defense of this large dumdum bullets.
city presents many difficulties from
"Even If the bullets mentioned una military point of view, and gives to der 2 and 8 were not destined for the
our front an abnormal ;contour which European war, which however, seems
is embarrassing to our communication unlikely, on account of
large numbers
with the rear. It may; therefore, be of cartridges ordered but for use in
expected that with the setting in of British colonies, this would all the
a lull on the left bank of the Vistula same represent a barbarous method of
the Russian lines in the region of warfare.
:
Lodz will he reformed."
"The above mentioned facts have
been brought to tha knowledge of the
Russians Leave Hungary
United States department of. state
Budapest, Hungary, Dec. 8 (via with photographs and original cartLondon). An official communication ridges also with photographs
of
Issued here today-- stated that the Rus- wounds caused by these bullets."
sian forces which mvaded northern
Hungary had been repulsed. The
statement follows:
"The enemy, wlio entered the counTODAY IN CONGRESS
ties of Saros and Miemhpin are everyI
where in full retreat. Our troops are
i
'
i
y wate:
already in Gallcia territory at several
Met at
Washington, Dec. 8.
points. Only two or three comnruni-tle- s noon,
In Hungarian territory are in the
Members went ia i '
v c
t& enemy.'' hands
chamber for Joint L.ioiu
'Adjourned at 2 p. m.x until noon
!
:
Emperor William III
Wednesday.
House: Met at noon.
Cfrlin, Dec. 8 (via Amsterdam and
Held joint session with senate at
London). It was officially announced
this afternoon that Emperor William 12:30 p. m. and heard President Wil
is ill. The announcement states he son In person deliver his annual ad
Is suffering from a feverish bronchial dress,
h' '
catarrh and has! been oollged to post-ponNaval' committee heard Rear Admir
for some days his return to the als Fletcher and Badger on preparedfront, which had been arranged for ness of the navy.
today. Despite his Indisposition, it
Army appropriation bill hearings
is said, he Is able to give attention resumed by military committee.
to reports of the war situation from
Rivers and harbors appropriation
the chie( of the general staff.
bill consideration begun by committee.
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AVOID ORGANIZATION

THE COAL STRIKE
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toward allies
POSITION I'IIll HOPE

Looking

WARSAW

Austrian Armies Declared to be Winning
Victories in the Balkan Campaign

London, Dec. 8. While the allied
armies In the west grope their way

forward cautiously, grappling with the
Germans here and there for slight advantages, the great struggle in Poland
continues, with the Germans for the
time being apparently ecoring the
most points.
Russia has not yet fully conceded
the occupation of Lodz, but In view-othe repeated German claims and
the Russian admission or the reformation of her battle line, tberei, it would
seem that the German center has
achieved this goal, upsetting what for
a time was halted as a decisive Russian victory. The capture of Lodz, If
Indeed accomplished, will threaten tlie
Russian line of communication iyitb,
Warsaw." " That is to say, the great
arterial railway which runs diagonally
across Poland from Czenstochowa to
the Polish capitaL Details of the battle are still lacking, however and it
remains to be seen whether the Germans will be able to make a, further
advance.
Hospital Burned
(by wirefess to London). The official 8Wument issued
by the German' headquarters today
'"'
says:
the
bad
of
Flanders
"On the coast
condition of the road, made worse by
the recent torrential rains', Is" causing
great difficulty "to the movement of
our troops.
"To the north of Arras we have
made soma slight progress.
"The war hospital at Llssle was
lurned down yesterday. This Is probably, a case of arson. There were,
however, no lives lost
"The statement made by the French
rf garding an advance in the forest of
Argonne is not In accordance with the
facts. For a long time pa&t no French
attacks whatever have taken place
there. On the contrary, we are continually gaining ground slowly
"The day before yesterday a French
s
position at Malincourt east of
was captured. The greater part
of the garrison fell on. this occasion.
The remainder, two officers and anotit
150 men, were taken as prisoners.
"A French attack on our position
German

Berlin, Deo.

8

"

.

Var-enne-

Ing the fall of Lodz, says that its defense Is no longer a matter of prime
importance, and adds that because of
recent developments it will be neces-

sary to form the Russian forces there
on new lines. Berlin arready is looking toward the position of Warsaw as
a result of the capture of Lodz. Rus
sian Poland.
It was said officially at the German
capital today that news of decisive
results In the' campaign against the
Russians may be expected at any time
and the latest reports from the military headquarters ted e the belief
that "operations thus far have been
successful."
It is reported in Berlin that 100,000
Russians were captured at Lodz.
In the Balkans Austria's armies apparently have met with success In
their operations, which recently have
been attended with marked success. An
official statement from Nish asserts
that the-- Austrian haye been overwhelmed by the Servrans in the recent
fighting and have retired in disorder,
e
losing 1,800 men. Reports from
state that the Austrian delivered several violent attacks against the
Montenegrin forces, but were repulsed
with heavy losses.
to the north of Nancy was repulsed
yesterday. No special reports are at
hand from the east Prussian frontier.
"In northern Poland the German
troops are closely pursuing the retreating enemy to the east and to the
south of Lodz, Besides the extraordinarily large and sanguinary losses
reported yesterday, the Russians have
lost up to the present about 1,500 prisoners and 16 cannon with ammunition
r.
cars.
i, "In southern Poland nothing special
has happened."
.
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REPORT DECLARES

IT ENDEAVORED TO BRING ABOUT THE
END OF BLOODSHED

PRESIDENT WELBORN
RETAINER

Denver, Colo., Dec. 8.- The presentation of the international executive
committee report recommending the
termination of the Colorado coal miners' strike and the selection of a committee from the delegates to submit
recommendations, featured the morning session of the United Mine Workers of America convention of District
15 here today.
The discussion of the report from
the international executive board's
reresentatives will follow the recommendation of the convention's committee. It seemed probable that defin
ite action could wot be taken before
late today or tomorrow.
A brief parliamentary skirmish end
ed with the appointment of the con
vention committee by president John
McLennan. The committee follows:
William Gilbert, George Klshler, M.
Vasquez, W. B, Satone, Richard Donald, Thomas Howell, D. J. Reese.
A recess then was taken until 2
p. m. for the committee to prepare
its report.
Will Not Surrender
The report of the executive com
mittee was presented by Frank J.
Hayes, vice president.
"We recognize no surrender 'and
shall continue, to propagate the prin- -

Denver, Dec. 8. Ivy L. Lee, executive assistant of the Pennsylvania railroad, was the author of "Facts la
Colorado's Struggle for Industrial
Freedom," according to the statement
of J. p. Welborn, president of the
Colorado Fuel and Iron company, at
today's session of the Industrial relations commission's investigation of
the coal miners' strike.
Mr. Welborn, who previously had
protested against revealing the name-othe author of the pamphlet issued
by the Colorado Fuel and Iron company, read a telegram from Lee, re
leasing the company from its pledge
to keep bis identity secret. The tele
gram gave the Information that Lee
bad been employed by John D. Rocke,
feller, Jr.
In this telegram Ijee briefly outline'!
that Mr. Rockefeller, Jr., had been impressed with what be alleged was inaccurate information of writers of published statements
concerning the
strike and had asked him to prepare a
statement of the facts. He declared
the undue mystery that had been
made of his identity. Mr. Rockefel! r
had had nothing to do with the pre
paration of the matter used.
Mr. Lee congratulated Mr. W."lboru
on what lie said were the few lnscur- -

-

NO HONEST MEN

NEED

FEAR

HE DECLARES THE LEGISLATION
REGARDING BUSINESS IS
BENEFICIAL

NO

MORE

CHANGES

COMING

THE FINANCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
WORLD INFORMED IT WILL
NOT BE DISTURBED
.Washington, Dec. 6. President Wilson departed from the prepared text
of his annual address to congress today, which was devoted principally
to answering those who contend that
the United States Is unprepared tor
national! defense and to give notice to
the business world that the legislative program of his administration as
it affects regulation of business was
practically completed. He said it bad
resulted in a clear road for business
to travel to "unclouded success."
Honest business men, the president
declared, need have .jnoinmg to feaf
in treading the way outlined in the
trust and currency bills, While the
d iv rtt brli fly upon the snb-apie-M- t'i
n

:

e

Bombs Fall on RheJms

n
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TO REDISTRIBUTE

QUAIL

stto game
warden, Trinidad C. de Baca, r.as
placed orders for the capture of a
3,000 gown makes this the greatest
of the state, to be redistribute! in
other portions. According to J sports
from sportsmen some parts of tue
state are abundantly supplied with
quail, while other sections report a
dearth of them. It Is to equalize conditions that the game warden will colonize quail where they appear to bs
most needed.
Santa Fe, Dec. 8.

The

QUIET PREVAILS
CAPITAL

I'l

OF MEXICO

THE CITY IS ORDERLY WITH
CEPTION OF COUNTERFEIT- !
ING OPERATIONS

EX-

assurance iimt bo further tutjtot - (J. :u,.:l!;..H t.',.' ;Oii! iViii.-L i i;U:
ant business legislation was conleiuid camnmih:iiin 'u
remarks in nouncing ths determination '.of.- the
ptated. The presidentfull with relation to business legisla- executive board to terminate the
'

i-

I

'

-

-

'
tion were as follows":
"Our program of legislation with
regard to the regulation of business Is
now virtually complete. It has been
put forth, as we Intended, as a whole
and' leaves no conjecture as to what
is to follow. The road at last lies
clear and firm before business. It is
a road which it can travel without
fear or embarrassment. It is the road
to ungrudged, unclouded success. In
it every honest man, every man who
believes that the public interest Is
part of his own Interest, may walk
with perfect confidence."
In the text of his address, which
touched upon, the administration legislation program for the s'ess'ion, urging passage of bills for Philippine inmerdependence, government-ownechant marine and some other projects
begun but unfinished at the last session, the president devoted some of
his time to a discussion of the question of national defense, deploring a
policy of militarism but endorsing a
development of the National Guard
and military training for citizens. The
democratic side of both house and
senate greeted with applause and
laughter his declaration that "some
among us are nervous and excited"
and that "we shall not turn America
into a military camp."
"And especially when half the world
Is on fire," said the president, "we
shall be careful to make our moral Insurance against the spread of the
conflagration very definite ..and certain" and adequate indeed.''.
This sentiment was ravorably received on both sides of the chamber.
The president's address, the longest
he has yet delivered to congress, occupied about 40 minutes la the" readd

Washington, Dec. 8. Mexico City
is "quiet, orderly arid well policed,"
according to official dispatches dated
last night received today by the state
department. Few political arrests
were reported, although five well
known Mexicans have been executed
by military order on a charge of counterfeiting.
There have been no confiscations ing.
or occupation of private property, according to official dispatches. The
EDDIE COLLINS SOLD
cabinet of Provisional President Gutierrez has not been fully completed,
Philadelphia, Dec. 8. Eddie Collins,
the portfolio of foreign relations still star second basean, was today sold
to the Chicago Americans. According
being vacant.
to Connie Mack, manager of the ChamBRITISH SHIP ASHORE
pion Athletics, negotiations have been
Barrow, Dec. 7 (via London, De. 8). under way for some time, and the deal
The British steamer Vedra from was: consummated in New York today,
Port Arthur, Texas, with a cargo of the contract's being signed in that city.
gasoline, went ashore near here this Mr. Mack declined ti make public the
morning in a heavy gale. The cargo amount of money Involved 'n the deal,
ignited and of the crew of rS men on but it is believed to have been a
sum. Rpporta say the
board the ship only two vere saved and they were severely 'burned.
price was $50,non.
-

DISCLOSES

NAME OF A PENNSYLVANIA
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WILSON TOUCHES UPON NATIONAL PREPAREDNESS FOR DEFENSE IN MESSAGE

Lodz-LowiB- z

Washington, Dec. 8 Rhelms was
visited today by a German aviator, who
dropped thr,ee bombs upon the city,
destroying property but Injuring no
one, according to dispatches to the
French embassy from the foreign office today. The communication dupliThe French Report ,,. , A
cated today's war office statement
Paris, Dec. 8. Increased activity on and added:
the part of the Germans in Belgium
"An aviator dropped three bomb's" on
was reported; in the official statement the city of Rhelms,' destroying certain
given out here this afternoon. The proerty,' but causing no further damstatement is as follows:
age."
"During the day of the seventh the
enemy has been more active than the
day before in the region of the Yser AMERICAN FIRMS ARE
and in the neighborhood of Ypres. Our
artillery has answered back with suc- CAKING TNE
cess.
"In the region of Arras a very brilliant attack has given us possession, GERMAN AMBASSADOR PROTESTS
as we have announced, of Vermelles
AGAINST THE USE OF TEAR- and Rutoire. Vermelles had been for
ING BULLETS
nearly' two" months the scene of desperate fighting. The enemy had ttk-eWashington, Dec. 8. Count von
footing there on; October IB and Bernstorff, the German ambassador
from Octoher 25, succeeded in forcing here has brought to the attention of
us back from that locality; From the the state deartment new charges of
twenty-fiftof October, mining opera- violation by British troops of the rules
tions brought us back until we were of International law. With his bote
again in close contact and on the first the ambassador also filed photographs
of December we
the park and original cartridges said to have
and chateau of Vermelles.
been used la violation of International
"In the region of the Aisne and law, and photographs of wounds said
Champagne there have been some
An official statement on the subject
engagements, and our heavy ar- issued toda by the German embassy
tillery dispersed several gatherings of says:
the enemy.
"New proofs of violation of the rules
"In the Argonne, forest of Grurle and of International law by British troops
to the northwest of
have been found by the German govforest of LePetre, wo have gained a ernment:
;
little ground.
"1 Soft nosed cartridges have been
"Along the rest of the front there delivered by a wounded soldier of the
in nothing to report.
eighty-eight- h
Connaught rangers regiment on hia return from France. They.,
Germans Lost Heavily
were given to that regiment before
the battle of Mons, mixed with regular
Petrograd, Dec. 8 (via London).
' '
The Bourse Gazette estimates the
Infantry ammunltloni.
M,7rf
"Other dumdum, bullets were given
casualties in the month of fighting: around Lods at lOfl.ftfiO and says to the Duke of Wellington's infantry
Oer-ma-

PEACE FACTOR,

,

OF CONTINUED SUCCESS IN EAST

The German armies have answered
the challenge of the allies, who recently assumed the offensive, by undertaking a sharp counter attack. In
Belgium along the Yser canal and In
the region of Ypres, the Germans have
become more active. Today's official
French statement says that these attacks were answered with success.
The announcements from the Paris
and Berlin war offices are in sharp
conflict as to the outcome of the strugrenewed
gle now progressing wrth
force. The French communication
states that the allies have gained further ground In the Argonne. This is
denied flatly at Berlin, where It was
said that there have been no French
attacks for some time past. To the
contrary, It Is said that the Germans
continue to gain ground there slowly.
It is also asserted that a French
near Nancy was repulsed and that
the Germans have made an advance
north of Arras.
The Berlin war office says that the
German forces In the east are pursuing the retreating Russians east and
south of the Polish city of Lodz, capture of which by the Germans was reported recently at Berlin. An official
Russian statement, while not admrtt- -
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strike.
with the employ of Mr. Lee," sai,i
After reviewing the efforts of the Mr. Welborn, concluding the reading
federal government to effect a settle- of the telegram.
ment of the. controversy and quoting
Mr. Welborn then read Info the rec
between President ords the date lines and signatures of
correspondence
Woodrow Wilson and the United Mine a mass of correspondence between
Workers of America, the communica himself and John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
tion says that in view of the recent ac- Starr J. Murphy;' Jerome D. Greene,
a Frederick C. Gates and J. H.
tion of the president
Clement,
federal mediation commission, "we for the most' part members of the dideemi it the part of wisdom to accept rectorate closest In touch with the
his (the president's) suggestion and Rockefeller Interests.
to terminate the strike."
In addition there was correspondFinal efforts on the part of the Uni ence submitted between W. 1 McKen-zi- e
'
ted Mine Workers to settle the strike,
King, chairman of tho Canadian
the communication states, began with Association for International Concilia- the action September 16, on the presi- - jtlon now the Rockefeller foundation's
truce. C0mmissiOner for the
dent's proposal of a three-yea- r
investigation of
This action was taken by a district international unrest. The correspondconvention at Trinidad.
ence began about the middle of 1914
Meant to End Strike
and concluded about a month ago, and
We were of the opinion," says the was replete with suggestions from th
report, "that such action on our part eastern directors as to the course of
might terminate the strike, not the conflict in Colorado; publicity, tlie
thinking for aninsUnt that tue operat- prolMble modification 0f the truce pro- ors would refuse the presidents pian rmfliiw.r, hv PrpSi(,pnt Wilnn msbineof settlement, especially when this lof miIitianien.8 certificate8 of inde.bt-pla- n
meant nothing more or less than edafseg. Btatements on the Btrike git.
the impartial enforcement of the ia- - uation. forecasts of the company's ac- uor ana nuumg laws ui v,u.u.aUO
Uons ,n tne future on disputes
the appointment of a committee uy tne
Rockefeller Requested It,
president to see that such laws were
Philadelphia, Dec. 8. Ive Li Lee,
enforced. In the refusal of the oper- executive assistant of the Pennsylators to accept the plan of settlement vania Railroad company, said today
yroposed by the president, and their that there was no mystery about the
insistence on their continuation of a authorship of the bulletins and pamphsystem which stands for industrial lets circulated by the Colorado coal
'
chaos and anarchy, they forfeit the operators.
;
support, if they persist In maintains
r,
Lee explained that John D. r;o
this position of every
Jr., consulted with Mm
lawabidlng, American citizen.
summer with regard to getting iV--;
"When the operators refused to ac- about the strike before the
public.
cept the president's proposal, we en- He told( him there ought to be a frank
tertained the hope that President Wilpublic statement made. EoeKef oiler
son would enforce his proposition by then caused to be eent K him all
governmental action. After waiting available material and from these, Lte
for more than two months for some said, he put into buHctins all the sigmeasure to be adopted by the. presi- nificant facts
bearing on the trouble.
dent that would terminate the strike Lee added that Rockefeller has reto
as
and receiving no definite word
quested that if there are any inacwhat his final action might be, we curacies in the bulletins
and ..?nvj iconcluded to arrange a meeting with
nlets, a bulletin will be issued pointing
the president, and accordingly we met them out.
on
with him at the White Hout-Thursday, November 19. He informMANY PRISONERS TAKEN
ed us at that time that he was legally
advised that be could not take over
London. Dec. 8. A Central X.
the Colorado coal mines and operate dispatch frm Am-tta
n s'.
them under governmental supervision, accc-- i V. ; to
i '
f
and thus force a settlement of the lit la rrj.ru-r
f ; r
strike in accord with the peace plan loo.or pi', rn
j Gem
(Continued w pap-- Few)
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CASH ONLY

NO PHONE

NOTHING
ORDERS
EXCHAGED

ON

APPROVAL-NOTH-

ING

Green Tag Special
for Wednesday
item In connection
livery day we are giving an extra special
no
watch the
miss-with toe Bale, that you will not care .to
come everyday to the sale. Special for tomorrow

company, the imperial gained their
grasp on the oil lands of Peru, when
the interests led by Lord Cowdray and
other English capitalists failed to get
a foothold in the country. In 19101 the
president of Peru forbade the distribu.
tion of petroleum claims until the government saw fit to open up the de
posits. The attempts of Richard Lloyd
George to capture the concessions
were unsuccessful, although Lloyd
George went personally to South
America to aid in tiie project. That
wag only a year ago, and It was at
that time the announced intention of
Pe.ru: to conserve Its resources. Mean
while, the Standard had been gaining
control of several oil companies In
Peru, the Lobitos oil fields and the
Negritos Oil company.
The Lagunltos Oil company, which
figures most prominently in today's
meeting, has four square miles on the
coast, II miles from the harbor of Ta-lara.

CiilfllMI

DECEMBER

WILL

BE OBSERVED

OPERATING

IN

SERVICES IN TEMPLE FRIDAY AND
DANCE FOR CHILDREN ON
SATURDAY NIGHT

WHO IS HE? WHAT IS HE? WHAT
IS HE DOING HERE? WHO
SENT HIM7 DO YOU KNOW?

On Saturday the Jewish community
of this city will observe (he annual

Coincident with the press reports of
the presence in various citi&s through
out the United States of European
agents looking to the purchase of war
supplies, comes the rumor that such a
person is now in our own city. It Is
said that ho represents one of the
countries now engaged in the great
war and that before the opening of
hostilities he was the private secretary to one of the big men of Europe.
His nationality, whether or not he is
in Las Vegas to purchase cattle, horses or to locate land for prospective
emigrants, or whether he is in any
way at all connected officially with
the warring countries, could not be
learned.
However, as this paper gies to press
a reporter has found the gentleman
in Question and in Wednesday's Issue
will be found the result of bis inter
view. Suffice to say that the interview should prove highly interesting
to the people of Las Vegas.

half-holida-

Useful Gifts
Included in this Sale

M

LAS VEGAS

-

MjjQjregs

YSTERIOUS

BY JEWS

holiday of Chanukkah, or the feast of
dedication. The feast will be observ
ed by a special service at Temple
wool
Montefiore on Friday evening. Inas
plaids,
Dainty little Dresses in, serges, corduroys,
and
much, as the occasion is essentially
new
in
styles,
hams, percales, etc. All are well made,
a festival for the children, the sistersatisfaction.
carries the Rosenwald guarantee of
hood of the temple will hold a dance
on Saturday evening for the children
....50c
All $1.00 Dresses for
and alumni of the congregation. This
75c
FOREST TELEPHONE LINE
affair will commence at 7:30 o"clock
All $1.50 Dresses for .
8. A telephone line
Dec.
Santa
Fe,
Saturday evening and will be held at
All $2.00 Dresses for
up- Santa Fe canyon by O. R. C. hall. At this time the Chan
buili)
is
being
for .
AH $3.00 Drese
the forest service. For the present ukkah lights will be kindled with ap
...$2.00
All $4.00 Dre6ses for
the Granite Point rangers' cabin will propriate exercises.
All $5.00 Dresses for
be the terminus, but eventually It is
One of the most interesting
...$3.25
to be built across to the Pecos, there
in the Jewish calendar begins
All $6.50 Dresses for
400
to connect with the line up the Pecos this year on Saturday evening, Decern
AH $8.00 Dresses for
from Glorleta and a line across to the toer 12, and lasts for eight days. It
Gallinas nlanting station near Las is known as Chanukkah, the feast of
o
Vegas.
dedication, and though not observed
by special services in the synagogue;
POLL BOOKS COME IN
it is eagerly looked forward to by the
Santa Fe, Dec. 8. Curry, Luna, Tor- children of the Jewish household, for
lance, Taos, Santa Fe and Union it has in larse measure come to be
'
in
two
Everything
spend.
on
you
have returned their poll a children's festival.
dollar
one
cvunties
every
save
And you
with a
3
Discount,
cent
33
books
signed. Secretary
at
sale
per
this
in
property
The historical background of the
included
store
is
the
no
State Lucero is sending letters to tee celebration is found in the fact that
ymi
of
full'
suggestions-are
windows
Our
big
few exceptions.
other counties to hurry up with the in the year 165 B. C. Judas Maccabeus
And remember
will find it an easy matter to choose.
books so that the canvassing board one of the few martial heroes in Jew
can issue certificates of elec'lon. Un ish history,
to the service
til such certificates are issued any of the One God, the temple at Jeru
contests, etc., will he at a standstill. salem after Its pollution by ntiochus
Epiphanes, who had set up ir place of
EDUCATION EXPERT HERE
God's altar, a shrine to his heathen
Santa Fe, Dec 8. H. W. Foght, the god. Just three years after this pollu
expert of the United States depart- tion, on the twenty-fiftday of the
ment of education, arrived today at month of Kisley, the temple was re
to the serv
Raton and began his survey of New claimed and
schools. Superintendent of ice of God.
Mexico
Public Instruction White will go to Around the festival cluster many
Las Vegas to meet him and accom beautiful legends, which have helped
pany him. Mr. Foght will give until to shape the character pf the celebra
December 20 to his work in this state tion. One such legend is to the effect
that when the temple was rededicat- FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
only a single cruse of oil was found
Le.3
Johnny Dundee vs. Joe Rivers, at unpolluted, but through the miraculous
Los Angeles.
intervention of God, this oil proved
Walter Stewart vs. Bryan Downey, to be sufficient for burning for eight
at Oolumbsu', O.
successive nights, and until other oil
South SidtsPlasA
Tom Gibbons vs. Zulu Kid, at New fit for the service might be prepared
Jews
TTnr thiR reason, to this day,
York.
Eillv Grunn vs. Jack Tolland, at light candles in their homes In cele
New York.
bration of Chanukkali for eight suc
Standard tfll Company- - of fa ew York
cessive niehts, one bit the ilrst night,
entered Into a partnership Agreement
two on the second, and so on.
with the republic or China' To develop
There is a theory that even before
the oil fields of the Celestial kingdom.
the historical event which Chanukkah
The new move, in acquiring South
celebrates, the feast had been observ
American fields, indicates an effort
ed by Jews as the beginning of the
to control the principal oil producing
winter solstice, and that its origin
common with that of the Christian
lands of the world.
Christmas and the Roman Saturnalia
Today's meeting will undoubtedly
which occur at about the same season
ratify the purchase of control of the
and which are likewise celebrated by
London and Pacific Fetrole.um Oil
OH
the
Coast
lighting of lights and the inter
West
the
company,
Ltd.,
MAKAMERICAN CORPORATION IS
of gifts.
0
change
the
Fuel company, and
Lagunitor
t
ING AN EFFORT TO EXPAND
u
i
the Jews chanukkah is
to thI
over
them
turn
Among
and
to
company,
IN TH SOUTH
not only on the
time
for
rejoicing
International Petroleum company, Ltd.
but as well on
of
cart
the
children,
will
the
that
It
is
understood
Imperial
Sarnia, Ontario, Dec. 8 As a reare always
who
the
of
the
poor,
part
sult of,a special meeting here today sell its stock control of the Lagunios
remembered.
receivto
liberally
the
International,
it is expected that the Standard Oil company
company will come into control of the ing for each of its 85,007 preferred
Sick Heaoache
of $5
oil fields in Peru, thus defeating Rich- shares of $5 two common shares
headache Is nearly always
Sick
each
concern.
For
of
new
each
the
ard Lloyd George, son of the British
caused by disorders Of the stomach.
common
statesman, in a financial contest for five shares of its 93,508
them and the periodic attacks
Correct
one
will
it
of
shares
get
Lagunitos
the rich territory.
will disappear. Mrs.
of
headache
sick
International common stock.
Today's meeting in this obscure share of
Ohio, writes:
of
Rosevllle,
John
Bishop
concerns
controlled
two
The
by
other
town In Canada thus takes on a world
with
troubled
was
I
a
"About
year ago
over,
significance. Those wtio are gathered the Imperial will also be turned
headache
use
sick
had
Kack
brains
and
your
indigestion
to
terms
be
yet
for the meeting are stockholders of it is believed, on
that lasted for two or three days at a
i"WiW
logic
the Imperial Oil Company, Ltd., of made.
time. I doctored and tried a number
Last July preparations were prac
Canada, which is controlled by the
ment help you guess, of remedies but nothing helped me
a
to
form
holding
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey tically completed
until during one of those sick spells
through the ownership of 80 per cent company for the Peruvian properties, conjecture!
a friend advised me to take ChamberOil
to
South
American
be called the
of its stock.
Tablets. This medicine relievBut
lain's
you really
The stockholders were Informed of company, Ltd., with a capital of $15,- in a short time." For sale by
me
ed
back
veil of all dealers.
the purchase of control of three oil 000,000. Then came the war. The to
Adv.
a
was
until
few
abandoned
companies in Peru and the proposed project
see
mystery,
merger of them under a holding com weeks ago, when It was decided to go
NEW NOTARIES NAMED
pany, with a fourth company which ahead under a new name, and capital-- '
lze
for
$16,000,000.
owns.
the Standard
Santa Fe, Dec. 8. Governor Mcthe
The Standard and its controlled
It was only a year ago-tha- t
Donald today appointed G. W. Rutherford of Deming and G. F. Graves of
Ancho, Lincoln county, notaries pub-

Children's Dresses, Half Price

8, 1914.
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BLOODGOOD IS LOSER
Dec. 8. E. F. Bloodgood,

WOMAN'S CLUB IS
SELLING THE
STAMPS

Santa Fe,

the Sierra county rancher, has lost
his damage suit for 20,250 against
the Los Angeles Railway corporation.
It required the jury only ten minutes
to return a verdict in favor of the
defendant. Bloodgood was run over
by an electric car in Los Angeles in
March and lost his left hand.

RED CROSS STICKERS' PROCEEDS
WILL GO TO AID TUBERCULAR POOR

With efficient committees hard al
work on the movement, the Woman
club expects to make a signal suc
cess of the Red Cross stamp sale locally and to do its share toward pro
viding the National Red Cross with
funds for the relief of the tuberculous
during the year 1915. More than that,
the local organization desires to outstrip all of the other women's clubs
of the state in the number of stamps
sold per capita.
The sale is being conducted direct
to the business men and in the
schools. A little later selling booths
will be placed in the principal business houses and every holiday shopper
will be asked to buy all toe stamps
that he can afford.
This is the best known of all charitable movements in the United States
and best of all is home charity, for
the reason that a large proportion of
the money raised in this way will remain in New Mexico to be ussd for
the education of the tuberculous that
the healthy may be protected. Some
of it will go toward the maintenance
of the free hospitals, open air schools,
nurses and dispensaries maintained
by the Red Cross. It is advised, even
in these times of feeding the Belgians
and our own poor, that this, worthy
move be not overlooked.
These little stamps, printed In three
colors, are attractive decorations for
Christmas packages and letters sent
out during the holiday season. Santa
looks out at one from the stamps with
a smiling face, while the greetings of
the season are- - expressed thereon.
The local club Is only one of 25
throughout the state conducting this
sale, and a keen rivalry has sprang up
among them to see which, one will sell
the greatest number of stamps upon
a per capita basis. The women here
are not only anxious to assist In this
work, but to make a good l&oord for
the town and its spirit.

STANDARD OIL TO
CONTROL PERU
FIELDS
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moving picture play of
the times.
Cost $200,000 to pro
luce the first set of films.

Intense dramatic

iction in every foot of
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Optic Pub. Co,
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DE BREMOND PROMOTED

h

your

K1LLARNEY GIRLS

Santa F Dec. 8 Adjutant General
and Mrs. Harry T. Herring have re
turned overland by automobile from a
visit to Roswell. J. D. Hart and Wesley McAllister of Lovington, made the
trip from Roswell to Santa Fe at the
same time. Adjutant General Herring
reports that Captain Charles de Bre
mond, commander of Battery A, New
Mexico National Guard, stationed at
Roswell, has just been appointed instructor in military tactics at the New
Mexico Military Instittue with the
rank of senior captain on the military
staff.
Best For Kidneys Says Doctor
Dr. J. T. R. Neal, Greenville, So.
Car., says that in his 30 years of experience he has found no preparation
for the kidneys equal to Foley Kidney
Pills. In"50c and $1.00 sizes. Best you
can buy for backache, rheumatism,
kidney and bladder ailments. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

Adv.
TO PROTECT FRUIT
Washington, ,Dec, 8. The department of agriculture opened a hearing
today on the advisability of establishing a quarantine on all citrus fruits,
buds and seeds coming to this country, in order to prevent the spread of
the citrus canker to the United States.
Representatives from the
associations and experts of the
will
be
department of "agriculture
heard on the question.
QUARANTINE

fruit-growin- g

Gore", Pa., P. A. Morgan had occasion recently to use a liver medicine
and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets:

"They thoroughly cleased my system
light and
free. They are the best medicine I
have ever taken for constipation. They
keep the stomach sweet, liver active,
bowels regular." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store Adv,
and I felt like a new man

MUSICAL ATTRACTION
BETTER
HAS NOT BEEN SEEN HERE
IN YEARS

"The best ever" was the statement
expressed last night by every one of
the hundreds of people that filled the
Duncan opera house to capacity. The
attraction was the third of the Y. M.
C A. lyceum course, and consisted
of Rita Rich and the Killarney Girls
in the classiest production that has:
reached Las Vegas in many years.
From the start the audience saw that
it was Eoing to enjoy itself, and
throughout the entire performance it
let the fact be evident that it was
having a good, time.
Time after time the performers
were recalled by vociferous encores,
and on each occasion they responded
willingly. The program consisted of
'Irish songsy jigs, instrumental m
sic and recitations. Miss Rita Rich,
who headed the troupe, was especial
ly fine, both in character songs and
in kid impersonations. Her selections,
"The Carpenter Man," and "The Moo
Cow Moo,' literally brought down the
house.
who recited
The young lady
"Schmile, Just Schmlle," and a German poem concerning the "Pacifies
un die Atlantics," received a great
ovation. She also gave an excellent
Irish jig. The instrumental music,
piano, violin and Irish harp, was well
worth the price of admission alone.
The solo and) chorus singing was some
of the finest to which Las Vegas has
bad the pleasure of listening. The
program was a homogeneous assortment of fun and seriousness, mixed in
just the right proportion to suit the
theatergoers. Every member of the
company was vital w the success ot
the entire evening, and every one was
so much on a par as to excellence.
The Y. M. C. A. has set an extreme
ly high standard hitherto with the
numbers of the lyceum course. The
Killarnev Girls far outreaehed any
thing that was on the program pre
viously. It will be a decidedly hard
task to put on any number that will
beat the one last night.

JONES' HEAVY JOB
Santa Fe, Dec. 8. Colonel W. A.
Fleming Jones is likely to be the only
New Mexico representative at the
seventeenth annual, sesslou of the
BABY IS DROWNED
American Mining congress at Phoenix
Santa Fe, Dec. 8. Two accidents this week, although Goveronr McDoDt
NO CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS
are reported from Roy In Mora coun- aid had appointed quite a number of
Santa Fe, Dec. 8. There are to be
lic,
y
ir ty. Clovis, the 19 months old son of delegates, who it was thought at the no stockings with gifts on the ChristMr. and Mrs. T. A. Turner fell Into time would be sure "to attend.
mas tree in the Plaza on Thanksgiv
Why They Recommend Foley's Honey a cistern and was drowned at the
evening and the celebration Is to
ing
and Tar.
HEAVY TOBACCO DEMAND
home of Mrs. Samuel Stroug, where
be memorable for Its spiritual ana
8. Tobacco- - civic
Carlisle, Ky. Dec.
P. A. Efird, Conejo, Calif. because Mrs. Turner was visiting with the
significance rather than for
leaf
sales
A
with
a rush
in
which
.here
child.
Ford
automobile,
opened
distribution of gifts. This does
"it produces the best results, always
cures severe colds, sore chest and Harry Hosklns and Benjamin Price, of orders today. The warehouses not mean that Santa Cflaus will overlungs and does not contain opiates traveling men well known in Santa have been stocked heavily within the look the needy, but tnat gifts will beor harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Tay- Fe and Albuquerque, were traveling past few days, awaiting the opening distributed among the homes. This
men of the local market. Good prices pre- was tne decision reached after conlor, Luthervllle, Ga. because "I be- turned turtle and pinned both
'
vail and the return to growers will be siderable debate today at a meeting
a
Hoskinsi
under
had
shoulder
it
and
medicine
lieve it to be an honest
of the Christmas tree committee of
it satisfies my natrons." W. L. Cook, fractured and was Internally Injured. satisfactory, it is said.
the Santa Fe Woman's clu!b at the
Neihart. Mont. because "It gives the Price managed to escape with a few
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy-Mothe- r's The Palace of the Governors.
best results for coughs and colds of bruises.
Favorite
anything I sell." Every user Is a
Pains In Back and. Hips
friend. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
BRIDGE IS BURNED
T give Chamberlain's Cough Rem
Drug Store. Adv.
Are an indication of kidney trouble edy to my children when they have
Santa Fe, Dec. 8. A railroad bridge
a warning to build up the weakened colds or coughs," writes Mrs. Veme 130 feet long on the El Paso and
RIO ARRIBA IS LATE
kidneys, make them vigorous, rid your Shaffer, Vandergrift, Pa. It always Southwestern, was destroyed between
Santa Fe, Dec. 8 Rio Arriba
of acids and poisons.
Go to helps them and is far superior to any Abbott and French as the result of
j blood
failed to remit any 1914 taxes
your druggist for Foley Kidney Pills. other cough medicine I have used. I a prairie fire In that section. Traffic
to State Treasurer O. N. Marron, In EOc and $1.00 sizes. Sold in
y
your advi?e anyone in need of such a medi-ci- was delayed for only one day, a
;rt sent $200.85 of other taxes
.town by O. G, Schaefer and Red Cross
to giv; it a trial." For sa!e hy
trestle hiira
y
in November.
al! deaiers. Adv.
tut cridge crew.
Drug Store A'.
the-publi-
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CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG IS

'

A BEAUTIFUL CREATURE
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Clara Kimball Young, who will be
tonight at the Browne theater
in the classy production, "Lola," is
declared to foe beautiful.
Equally at home on the stage or before the camera, Clara Kimball Young
is a star of the first magnitude. She
has become so well liked throughout
the nation by! her winning ways, wonderful beauty and fascinating
eyes,
that she has gradually replaced every
other star in the public favor. In
Been

or county omcers do not require a
stamp.
Certificates of authority issued to
insurance agents by state officers are
subject to taxation, and the rate im
posed is 10 cents on each certificate.
Certificates attached to depositions
to be used in legal proceedings are not
taxable.
Certificates required by law issued
by any department or officer of the
government at the request of private
persons, solely for private use, should
be stamped. The stamp should be
furnished by the person applying for
the instrument and for whose use and
benefit the same is issued, and should
bo affixed before the document is delivered.''
Certificates of officers of the Unit
cd States, given in the discharge of official functions necessary In carrying
on the machinery of the government,
are exempt.
Certificates issued by an officer of
a state, in the interest of the state,
are exempt.
A marriage certificate, to be returned to any officer of a state, county, city, or town, to constitute part ot
a public record, requires no stamp. A
marriage certificate issued by the officiating clergyman of magistrate and
given to the parties, if required by
law, must he stamped at the rate of
10 cents.
A stamp is required, on certificates
of incorporation.
The certificate of a clerk of a court
to the qualifications of a notary pub- lie, or a justice of the peace, is he'd to
be a certificate requiring a stamp.
A certificate of acknowledgement to
a deed where the consideration of the
deed is $100 or loss does- not require
a stamp.
Certificate of protest must be
stamped.
The memorandum on the back of a
deed or mortgage, made by the regfs
ter or recorder, that the instrument
has been placed upon record, is not
subject to taxation.
In reckoning the stamp tax on
transfers of certificates of share of
stock, the tax is reckoned on the face

"Lola", which is the first feature in
the category that she is to make for
the World Film corporation, she is
seen as a psychologic creature who is
a mystery to those about her but readily understood by everyone who sees
her on the screen. "Lola" was written by Owen Davis and made into a
picture by James Young who is known
to fame aa one of the most capable
of directors.
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nearby sections. The meeting and
exhibit were continued today. This
...
state is noted for its Slue grass graz
ing, and as present prices for all live
SERIOUS SICKNESS stock are high, big interest was mani
fested this year at the meeting. Gradually the grade of beef cattle has been
Beinj Constantly Supplied Will raised and a movement was set on
foot at today's meeting for the Im.
Tkedford'i Elack-Drang- at
provement of horse breeding by the
introduction of Arabian blood. The
secretary of the association, Dr. C. A.
McDufr, Va. "I suffered for several Lueder of Morgan town, made an exfears," says Mrs. J. B. Whittaker, of tensive report on conditions and the
his place, "with sick headache, and
Outlook for next season, and the cattle
rtomach trouble.
men are pleased at the prospect
Ten years aso a friend fold me fn
.
f
ni - ia
wmcn i fli
i ncuiorui
ind 1 found it to be the best family medi
ARMOUR'S NIECE WEDS
:inc ior young ana oia.
8. Miss
Kansas
City, Mo., Dec.
I keep
ht
on hand all the
ime now, and when mv children feel a Mary Augusta Armour, daughter of
ittle bad. they ask me for a dose, and it the late Klrkland Armour and niece
does them more good than any medicine
of P. D. Armour, the famous packer,
they ever tried.
be married
will
this afternoon . to
we never have a lontr BDell of sir.
less in our family, since we commenced James Clement Dunn of Kansas City,
ising
in St. Paul's church. A reception will
Thedford's
is Dure!
be held at the home of the bride's
and has been found
to recti-. vegetable,
-- :
i:
n i . ...Ani, .4Mi- mother, Mrs. Charles Littlefield, wife
j
ve
ate
wvdii oiuiimwns, amJ uigesuun,
Littlefield, TT. S.
indigestion, colic, wind, nausea, of Captain Char-le;
teadache, sick stomach, and similar A., retired.

FAMILY AVOIDS
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EuatK-uraue-

m.

Black-Draug-

Black-Draugh- t."

Black-Drauc-

ht

-

re-ie-

ymptoms.
It has been in constant use for more
nan 70 years, and has benefited more
nan a million people.
Your drurcist sells and recommend
Price only 25c. Get a
tackage y.

Misg Armour, who will be given In
marriage by her brother, A. Watson
Armour of Chicago, wlll .be attended
by Mrs. Edward Delaney Dunn of New
York. Mrs. A. Watson Armour will
be a matron of honor. Edward Delaney Dunn will serve his brother as
Tai't will address the society, together best man. After a southern trip, the
with former. Governor John D. Long young couple will live in New York.
Mack-Draug-

ucm

f rid Professor Henri Lichtenberger,
from Jhe Sarbonne, Paris, exchange
professor with France, at Harvard.
The actual signing of "The Compact"
took place on November 21, 1620. The
annual reception and banquet was
Iiostponed this year to enable Profes.
sor Taft to he present.

VACATION CUT SHORT

Santa Fe, Dec. 8. That five monf f..v
school means 100 duys of five hour
each without deduction of half holidays or any other kind of 'holiday:
?as the opinion expressed today ty
Chief Clerk Rupert F Aspiund. Nino
months school also means ISO actual
days of school and the department of
education will insist that parents and
pupils are not
when it
comes to delivering the goods for
which the teachers are paid. Fifteen
days' vacation over the Christmas
holidays following so shortly upon a
week's vacation at Thanksgiving tinia
are deemed neither beneficial nor

lu n iBter rem! ?fst
llli- - ttfrxur Couuty Mfftii-:!i,rVty
mid ptiltllNlnMl ill im- -t fn tlir I.oh'
ville -- MeilU'iil l'rifcr.'.M," llr. J. W.
ot San Autmiio, Tcmn. m
Cnrhnrt,
pbyHi-tHwho hnM ilrvitteil much
time tu the Ntntfty of
HHlili
"Ntni lime mill ronntitfite
rt
of all the mint-m- l
pnt
HtiiaccN of the human ltulr. the
naat he ntiuulled In the fomlH or
Mmiplemetiteil ill mineral preptira-tloRor nntlirnl Htnrvntlon cuiieM
The
with tuhereulaKfN imiliei-ki'il- .
wiileapreail and nneheeked Npreml of
tnhervuloMlM and other preventnhle,
dliieaaea la due largely to the
(llmr Ini'kinff conditiona of
mnltitudea throuK'hont the elvilixed
world.'
Thus from another authoritative
eomn jumitlculion
medical Houn-for the use of lime in the treatment
of tuberculosis.
Since thin is one of the inprredi-entof Kekman's Alterative, much
of the
attendinpr the widespread use of thla remedy doubtleati
Is duo to the combination
of this
Halt in such a way as to render it
It caune no
eaHily asBlmilable.
stomach iiHturbance, and since it
contains neither opiates, narcotics
g
nor
drugs, it is safe
to try.
Alterative
Eckman'i
has effected
remarkable results in numerous
cases of pulmonary
tuberculosis
(consumption) and allied chronic affections ef tlie throat and bronchial
passages. In many Instances such
conditions, apparently, have yielded
completely to it.
In case your druggist Is out. of
It, ask htm to order, or send direct
to us.
jh--

tiiree-fourtfi-

short-weighte- d

sill-ces-

habit-formin-

Eekman Laboratory, Philadelphia
nd B. G. Murpney and Red Croat
Drug company.
Price $1 and $2 a bottle.
Charles W. Murphy is fully expected.
Many minor matters are up for discus
sion, and the session will probably
develop the attitude that the major
leagues will take toward the Federals
and the Jumping players'. It 1b also
assumed that some formal action will
be taken to protect the minor leagues
from the encroachments of the Fed
erals. Just how far the baseball war
will go should be determined her before the end of the week.

CAPITAL WANTS EDITORS
Santa Fe. Dec.
Fe win
make a bid for the visit of the National Edilorial association, which has
Just decided to meet at Los Angeles
in June of next year Instead' of at San
Francisco. However, visits to San
Francisco and San Diego are on the
itinerary of the thousand and mora
editors and their families who will
make the excursion. George E. Hom
er of Denver, is the president of the
association, and It is believed that a
formal invitation by the New Mexico
Editorial association, will Induce the
national organization to route Its ex
cursion via New Mexico with a stop
at tbe capital.

Mrs. McClaln's Experience With Croup
Checks Croup Instantly
"When my hoy, Ray, was small he
You know croup Is dangeronus. And
was subject to croup, and I was al
Promissory notes which have mayou ought to know too, the sense of
ways alarmed at such times. Chamtured and have been allowed to run
berlain's Cough Remedy proved fax
security that comes from having FoOF
without suit are held not to be rebetter than any other for this trouble.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound in the
newed by the payment of Interest
house. It cuts the thick mucus and
It always relieved him quickly. I am
This is looked upon as a "fort)
clears away the phlegm,
never without it In the house for I
stops the
and not a renewal, the holder
know it is positive cure for croup,"
strangling cough and gives easy
SMALLPOX EPIDEMIC
not relinquishing his right of action
GOATS ruin roads
breathing and quiet sleep. Every usSanta Fe, Dec 8. The department writes Mrs. "W. R. MoClain, Blairsville,
for any stated period.
er Is a friend. O. Q. Schacfer and of education learns that the health Pa. For sale by all dealers. A v.
Santa Fe, Dec. 8. State Engineer
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Red
Memorandum, receltts for freight,;
board of Dona Ana county has made
James A. French has received the re
IMPROVEMENT AT SCHOOL
afterwards exchanged for bills of
a
public appeal for general vaccinaport of the county road board of
COOLEY MURDER CASE
Santa Fe, Dec. 8. That the
lading, must be stamped when issued.
tion, as there are ten cases of smallOtero couuty. The report shows that
Santa Fe, Dec. 8. The sensational pox in southern Dona Ana county and
committee of the board of trus
DEPUTY
INTERNAL
REVENUE
Bills of lading or receipts from
there are 625 miles of road In the
murder case will he called at one case at Las Cruces. At Newman, tees of the State. School for the Blind
Cooley
COLLECTOR LOOMI3 ISSUES
transportation companies, may include
county, hut that heavy travel Is conAztec by Judge E. C. Abbott on Thurs- Otero county, the smallpox is report- at Alamogordo has closed a contract
more than ojje shipment therein, pro
VALUABLE BULLETIN
fined to about 40 miles, from Alamo- day of this week, It being the second ed to have been stamped out. Three for the construction of a barn and
vided that a stamp or stamps, amountgordo to Tularosa, thence to Mesca time that the
value
case, which arose out of new cases of diphtheria are reported stable at a cost of $2,000, wa3 report
Because of some doubt as to what ing in value to 1 cent for each
t
lero, a branch of this road to Moun
a killing at Chama, will he tried, this from Roswell. The scarlet fever out ed to the department of education toinstruments the war revenue law apshall be affixed) thereto and cantain Park and through the Box can time on a
change of venue from Rio break at Albuquerque is reported to day. O. O. Edgington will he the con
TAFT HONORED AT BOSTON
plies, A. R. Loomis, of Santa Fe, dep- celled.
yon. During the past year 28 miles Arriba
District Attorney Al- be under control. Because of the tractor. The 'building .will be built
county.
revenue
internal
has
collector
uty
T.he fact that an individual holds a
Wil of new road were built, "One of the exander Read, who expects to leave
Boston, Dec. 8
a statement embodying import- tlegmph frank has no bearing upon Ham II.
prevalence of illness among the de of brick after plans furnished by the
Taft, recently elected as the most serious sources of bad roads in for Aztec tomorrow, will be assisted scendants of Pueblo Indians near Las department of agriculture.
ant points decided by the commis- the question of liability or
first honorary member of the Massa- the mountains," says the report, "is in the prosecution by the TTnited
Cruces their annual dance and fiesta
sioner of internal revenue.
to stamp tax of the message sent by chusetts
Society of Mayflower De the driving of cattle, sheep and goats, States attorney for the Pueblo In which wasf to have been held on Sat
Wheezlnginthe lungs Indicates that
Mr. Loomis' etatement follows:
such frank holder.
the
stock
climbing up and down the dians, J. H. Crist and Assistant Dis
scendants, is the guest of honor at
is obstructing the air pasphlegm
off.
been
called
has
urday
Transfers of stock from guardian to Bonds of municipal officers require the anriual .banquet and reception to banks and rolling the road full of trict
BALLARD'S
Attorney A. M. Edwards. For
HOREHOUND
sages.
rocks.
ward are subject to taxation.
How to overcome this is a the defense will be Renehan and
stamping.
night, commemorating the 294th an
SYRUP
so that ifc
the
loosens
phlegm
A COMMERCIAL COURSE
Preferred stock issued in lieu of
Bonds of notaries public are subject niversary of the signing of "The Com Berious problem." It Is estimated in Wright, Mr. Renehan being expected
can he coughed up and ejected. Price
oommon stock is not taxable when to tax.
Santa Fe, Dec, S. A movement has
pact" on the Mayflower In Cape Cod the report that a total' of $22,370.01 home from Washington, D. C, in time
605 and $1.00 per bottle. Sold tr
will b availaWe tor road work dur for
been Inaugurated and a strong effort 25c,
there is no change of ownership.
In
Ja
harbor.
Professor
Taft
trial.
eighth
.......
the,
Central. Drug Co. Adv..
Bonds of administrators, executors,
will be made to 'add id the Santa Fe
Where one certificate represents
descent from Francis Cooke, a May ing 1915. The" general road levy of
guardians and receivers appointed by
High school b commercial department
several shares the tax of 2 cents on the court are not taxable-Bonflower ipassenger, in the folllowing three mills is expected to produce $8,- Five
This
Cents!
and
ds
NEW MINING COMPANY
each $100 or fraction thereof is to be
line: Francis Cooke's daughter, Jane, 388.99, and a special levy of five mills
DON'T MISS THIS. Cut-ou- t
thi by next year. The success of this de
Santa Fe, Dea 8. The Wasco.
such
officers
by
given
public
In
the
Ros
Albuquerque,
reckoned on the face value of the cer-- 1
married Experience Mitchell and their $13,981.32.
slip, enclose five cents to Foley and partment
as snerirra, cierns, registers, or reand other " hfgh Mountain Mining company of Las
;
married John
tificate, and not in the face value of
name well, Tucumcari
Sarah,
daughter,
III.,
Co.,
your
Chicago,
writing
Ciuces today filed Incorporation pacorders of deeds, treasurers of counSick Two Years with Indigestion
each separate share.
their daughter, Elizabeth, mar
You will receive schools causes Santa Fe parents to
address
and
clearly.
pers with the etate corporation comor
towns, or other public ried
Edmund Rawson, and their son, "Two years ago I was greatly ben In return a free trial package contain feel that their children are not being mission. The
Receipts accented in lieu of promis- ties, cities,
capitalization is $100,- of like character, are required
officers
offered the advantages that the chil
efited through using two or three botsory notes, as evidence of money loantheir
Abner, married Mary Allen;
and
Tar
Compound,
Foley's
ing
Honey
000
The
10,000 shares.
divided
into
to be stamped.
ed, must be stamped as promissory
daughter, Rhoda Rawson, married tles of Chamberlain's Tablets,' writes for coughs, colds and croup. Foley dren in smaller towns are given. It incorporators and directors are: W. B.
is asserted that of the pupils nowi in
Bonds required in legal proceedings Aaron Taft, whose Bon, Peter Rawson Mrs. S. A. Keller, Elida, O., "Be
notes.
Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic
R. Taylor, A.
s
would take Murphy, 8,,000 shares; L.
Cheeks issued in lieu of promissory are exempt from stamp tax.
Taft, married Sylvia Howard, and fore taking them I was sick for two Tablets. For sale In your town by the High school
L. Patrick. B. H. Moeller, Mrs. W. J.
notes must be. stamped at the rate of
Letters of administration and other their son, Hon. Alphonso Taft, mar-- years with Indigestion." Sold by O. G. Schaefor and Red Corss Drug the commercial course If they had the McGinnis, two shares each, all of La
2 cents per $100.
opportunity.
Co. Adv.
probate papers, certificates of sale lorried Louisa Maria Torrey, and one of dealers. Adv.
Cruces.
No stamp is required upon the unpaid taxes, and certificates of re--. their sons ig Professor William How- Lame back may come from over
IRISH DODGE GERMAN ISSUE
transfer by indorsement of promis- demption do not require stamps.
ard Taft Tonight's event takes place
TURNPIKE SUIT IS ON
Gas in the stomach comes from food
cold settled In the muscles of
Teachers' certificates issued by state at the Copley plaza hotel. Professor
New York, Dec. 8. The postpone
sory notes
Washington, Dec. 8. Today is set work,
two
or
the
disease.
the
which
In
from
has fermented. Get rid of this
back,
ment of the national convention of for the hearing at Winchester, Va.,
as pos
the United Irish league, which was to of the suit of the administratrix of former cases the right remedy Is badly digested food as quickly
bilious
would
a
BALLARD'S
SNOW
avoid
It
sible
LINIMENT.
at
if
you
have met here today, is a big disap- James B. Crowder of Covington, Va.,
in thoroughly over tack; HERBINE is the remedy you
should
be
rubbed
pointment to the adherents of the against the Valley Turnpike company.
be need. It cleanses and strengthens the
German cause in the European war. It There are several suits, totalling $17,- - the affected part, the relief will
25c,
and
Price
prompt
stomach, liver and bowels, and t
satisfactory.
on
is believed that the postponement of 000, as a result of an auto smash
the meeting avoided a bitter factional the turnpike, in which Mr. Crowder 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv,
row over the attitude of Sir Roger was killed. Crowder had just bought Central Drug Co. Adv.
was
automobile
and
the
Casement. At a recent meeting of the
returning
bV
f 3V-LJ 1
municipal council of the league in: home with guests wnen the car hit a
New York Casement was repudiated, pile of lumber near a new concrete
but ai few nights later the Irish volun bridge. When the case was formerly
teer fund committee passed resolu set for trial, many important witness
tions praising him, because of the es were absent, and several doctors
pledge he was reported as securing were cited into court for contempt
from Germany regarding Irish affairs. in giving them certificates for illness
In the former meeting Sir Roger's when they were not ill.
'
(
?
on
By the Judicious uss cf
cookh
rright to speak for the Irish volunteer
Put g-- E
..
It,.
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
movement was repudiated, while at
Chrittma.
your
hi
!
A
the latter meeting it wag declared that With LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
he was one of the original provisional cannot reach the seat of the disease.
.
Elaetric Teater
committee of that organization and Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
" J1"
:d iho Experiences cf Ceeters
Make. CT..P, .PP
Is now a member of the committee disease, and in order to cure it you
Professional etiquette forbids our publishing the names and admoke or ni'which controls Its affairs In Ireland. must take Internal remedies. Hall's
dresses of the doctors who wrote the opinions below. They are
rve toatt hoi.
a
Added to this complication was the Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and
not testimonials but records of physicians observations, a few of
Aa
hundreds and you may place the same confidence in them as if
Chafing DUh
passing of resolutions at a meeting acts directly upon the blood and mu
15
,CKDbl gift
you had personally heard the doctors opinions in consultation.
of 3,000 Irishmen in Philadelphia, ex cous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is
" If I had Lung Trouble of any
"Your Malt Whiskey has stood
pressing the sympatny of the Irisn of not a quack medicine. It was prei
character, I would use nothing but the test of years. Its value is indiPhiladelphia for the Germans, author scribed by one of the best physicians
.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey. Its cated in Tuberculosis and as a
""-- aI inl .nut-b.
- A comply
rCi;l,Mi;!f"f
the sending of message of cheer in this country for years and is a regizing
tStomachic."
value is indicated in Tuberculosis
Oive
to the Boer leaders, and hailing with ular prescription. It is composed of
bought Kparately.
l turn aa a
M.D.
oth
SI
M.D.
she
assurance
that
witii
the
tonics
best
Germany's
combined
joy
known,
on other iit
would fight for Irish freedom.
r to"
occwioM.
the best blood purifiers, acting direct
be delighted.
will
"I am very well acquainted with
keeper
all over the country had ly on the mucous surfaces. The perran
a . " I have treated a n umber of cases
Pure Malt Whiskey. It is been
A
"
FlatlfO
of Capillary Bronchitis with Duffy's Duffy's
looking forward to the annual fect combination of the two ingrea
palatable Stimulant and is
round awful device.
Pure Malt Whiskey, and it did the anpure,
Irish
the
United
ideal remedy for Acute Catarrhleague, dients' is what produces such wonder
meeting of
Will do lilt"
work when others failed."
t
. :i :.n;n in double
al Troubles."
where the attitude of
ful results in curing catarrh. Send
M. D.
,
qukk time.
M. D.
In the present war would be finally for testimonials, free.
eoffet urn.
the new
The officers of the league F. J. CHENEY & CO., Prop3, Toledo, O.
settled.
l"
Graitly ridiuii tacsimilt ot fru itage and ioilie
'
J.Uk We. Uo8.
declare that the American position of
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
"I consider Duffy's Pure Malt
"Am an old friend ot Dulfy's Pure Malt
f plwtrical eiftl is well
jWhiskey a valuable stimulant in
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
jur uisij Come in early.
neutrality forbade any such expres
Whiskey. Nothing like it for the old and inforth visiting.
eases of Exhaustion, General Defirm digestive system. It tunes up and stimumeet- pation.
assumed
the
is
that
and
it
sion,
and
Digestion."
Impaired
bility
into
lates
healthy action."
:
ing was called off to prevent any facm.d.
1M.D.
LEAGUE DISCUSSES PROBLEMS
tional disipute.
n i ai .'
New York, Dec. 8. The meeting to
5J
WEST VIRGINIA STOCK SHOW
day of the magnates of the National
ICE LAS VEGAS MGKT AN!)
Charleston, W. Va Dec. 8. The an- league faces many important probSold in sealed bottles only never in bulk 1y most druggists, grocers and
of
West
the
nual
show
Virginia Live lems. It is said that Ran 'Johnson
dealers, $1.00. a large bottte. Refuse substitutes accept only the original. Medical
co:.ipany
Slock association opened yesterday of the American league will render
booklet and doctor's advice free if you write,
with a large
exhibit, which drew aid in devising means for thwarting
The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N.Y.
breeders of horses and cattle from all the Federals. Thj elimination of
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AND DESIRES

-

3.50

Colorado, we believe we

are doing the n
for the men on
strike who' have suffered so long in
. 1X0
tlx Months...
order that justice might be done.
"We have spent an enormous
Mail
amount
j
of money in waging this strug
One.)
for
Advance
In
From
Page
(Continued
(Cash
gle for justice and raw ptay in tne
Subscriptions.)
Remit toy check, craft or money he had submitted. The., president ex- mining fields of Colorado, but have
rtpr If ent otherwise we will not pressed deep regret that the operators fejt that it was spent in afi noble a
his wishes Jnj the cause as was ever given men to eshad. disregarded
responsible for loss.
us he would pouse. We are not unmindful of the
on
free
informed
application
and
matter,
Specimen copies
do everything be coulil legally to heroic struggle waged, by the. miners
con of Colorado sinte thstrike began. It
AT bring ;;ftbout a settlement of the
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
is with feelings of 3aln and sorrow
troversy.'.
EXPIRATION OF TIME
that we recall the massacre of our
President's Last Word
PAID FOR
After Quoting the communication ot men, women and children at Ludlow.
President Wilson on December 1, an- The sacrifice was made, the privathe nouncing the appointment of a fed- tions endured are without parallel in
Advertisers are guaranteed
eral mediation commission to deal the history of labor struggles in Amerlargest dallv and weekly circulation
future controversies between op ica. Only those who have suffered
with
of any newspaper in northern New
erators
and employes in the Colorado grievous wrongs could endure such a
Mexico.
coal field, the report says:
prolonged conflict All lovers ot lib
"This is the last word from the erty and believers in fair play beTELEPHONES
president and in. submitting this final tween man and man must admit the
2
Office
;...Mafn
proposition he emphasizes the thought heroic struggle of the Colorado miners
eusiness
Main 9 that both parties may see It to be to against the great wearth and influence
News Department......
their own Interests but also a duty of Rockefeller and his associates.
which they owe to the communities,
"We believe that our people have
TUESDAY. DECEMBER 8, 1914.
which they serve and the nation .49 not died in vain and that the battle
make use of this instrumentality
they have waged against such tremenpeace and render strife of this ..kind dous odds has aroused; the conscience
CISNT1SAL1ZING TIIE
which has treatenel order and p.roa, of tlie nation and that out of the mar
BCUOOLS
ot the grr.it rtate of Ooio-ud- o,
tyrdom of our people will come the
Tie agreeing with the AAbuquor- - perity
.
a
dawn of a better day for the suffer
oj
thing
no
'should
he
there
Journal
that
iue
disestablishment of any of the state "In view of this urgent request, ing of our miners and their families
U does from, the chief exe- in the coal fields of Colorado.
May
educational institutions to permit con- coming as
of
cutive
the
natiio. we deem it ,th.f not this terrible conflict teach the
solidation In one large school, The
part of wisdom to accept ihie susj citizens of Colorado and the nation
Optic cannot endorse the suggestion
the Htdke. In that 'government by gunmen" must
of that paper that one .board of re gestion and terminate
the
our
to
etrike fur cease?
wage
opinion,
glints be put in charge of the various
mean additional gain
ther
not
would
"We express the hope that the pres- of
establishments
higher learning in to our
members. We trust that this loent of the United States and the
New Mexico.
resi people of this nation will see to It
With one boa.rd of regents govern commission appointed by the i
dent will meet with success and 1hat that the constitutional government Is
of
educational
Institutions
the
the
Ing
all the operators of the stale will come enjoyed by the citizens in the coal
state, the element of competition t'emen who fields or Colorado,
We have made
tween the various schools would be unuer Its jurisdiction. The
are of na every overture for peace since the
commission
this
compose
practically abolished. At the present
time the hoard of regents represent Mcnai reputation ana are of high char beginning of the cenflict. We have
acter and high standing in their re repeatedly sought a conference with
ing each school in the state is endeavcommunities, it the opera the mine owners only to be denied a
oring to the best of its ability to make spective
tors reject the good offices of this hearing. We have
repeatedly offered
that school the best institution of
commission, appointed In good faith arbitration only to be ridiculed and in
learning in New Mexico. An effort
Is made by each school to outstrip its by the president of the United States,' the end 35 of our men, 'women .and
upon their shoulders will rest the re children were muroerea Before the
sister institutions.
With one board of regents for all, sponsibility of any future trouble In' people, of the .nation came to under
the tendency to rivalry would vanish the mining fields of Colorado. In tak stand that the coal strike in Colorado
and there would be a disposition on ing this position, and in terminating was not a local or etate Issue but a
the part of the controlling board to this strike, which has lasted for a national Issue of vital importance in
Tlace one institution in the leading period of almost five years in the volving civil as well as industrial
northern fields and for more than 14 rights. .
place, to the subordination of the
months
In the southern coal fields of
"We feel Jhat the president has so
others. Undoubtedly there would be
found In the state a school president
regarded it; that he has recognized
the truth pf the claims we have made
of sufficiently persuading and conand that with the termination of this
vincing manner to induce the regents
strike by this appointment of a perto believe his school was the best and
manent presidential commission of
should be placed in the Heading posifair minded men, we shall find that
tion, with the larger appropriations,
the
the better equipment and the higher
oppression and tyranny
will be no more' ami that public opin
priced' Instructors.
ion will compel' the large operators of
Each school has Its own sphere to
Colorado to deal Justly ' with our peooccupy, and It must have elbow room
must
have
its
In which to work. It
ple. And even 'though we feel called
own board of regents, enthusiasts for
upon to terminate this strike to avoid
-f!
box-of
.
3tg success, 'who can specialize in the
the untoward cnse3 which surround
us.
e Vish to' say that our support
work of making it do its best' work
r
"be given free
and attain Its best development, and
and influence''
snot be confused by the conflicting conly to the? mine' workers' f" 'Colorado,
ditions and needs of other state insli:
no '' surrender and
tutions.
shall continue' "V propagate the; princi
- ...
The government" is"" engaged just
ples of our humanitarian movement
now. in putting an end to centralized
throughout the coal fields of Colorado.
control of business Institutions. Why
We advise all our men to seek their
reate similar conditions in educaformer places In trie' mines and to
those who are refused employment we
tional matters?
o
shall render assistance to the best of
our ability, and shall provide every
The funeral of Miss Margaret Grai- legal protection to those of our memraey, who aiea a lew nays aso at
bers who are being persecuted by the
was held this morning from
hirelings of organized greed."
she chapel of the Page Furniture and
In conclusion the report sajys that
Interment
company.
Undertaking
the subcommittee of the international
took place in Odd Fellows' cemetery.
executive board now attending the
The service was conducted by Rev.
district convention has been given
Norman Skinner. Miss Grainey was a
visShe
Valencia.
at
"discretionary power to meet the
school teacher
exigencies of any situation concerning
ited her sister, Mrs. Kate Bell of MinIT IS TEE DAINTIEST
the termination of the etrike that may
eral Hill, during last summer.
"
'
"
arise."
.
EVJE2.-- '
V..
totown
into
R. G. Sutherland came
He will stay
day from Albuquerque.
WANTED
Clean cotton rags at
1o attend to some
time.
short
a
here
OpUc office.
fieramal affairs.
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This Sale is an event that adds much to the early advantages of Xmas
Personal requirements will be
Buying. Gift buyers will find It a mecca.
occur
filled at savings that do not
at ajny other time.

GOODS
BOUGHT
MAY

if

with an
artistic
monogram
in lavender
and silver
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Plushes,

HERE NOW

$35 Garments ...$17.50
$30 Garment

...$15.00

$27.50 Garments.. $13.75

AND HAVE

CHEVIOTS

$25 Garments ..,$12.50
$20 Garments ...$10.00

THEM

MELTONS

$15 Garments

r SATIS

. . .

.$7.50

DELIVERED

ENTIRE STOCK INCLUDED

FACTORY

Ir

Women's Hats

P

;

.JUlimuWkJ

At 1 Off

Get first choice. Bet- expeci" a nun,- ter va.es than
ber of fine Gago Hats are Stm here,

Ba here early!

DEC. 24
The Handkerchief
DepaLrtment - Spread
to Double Size.

,

i-

You should extend this Silk Sale be- Cause every Customer that buyjs ' wlll
is going to be
marvel at the values
the biggest BacharO.Ch advertiser We
have. ALL SftLKS REDUCED.

People tell us that there is not such

r
Ireland, Switzerland, France; England
and America.
All Linen Handkerchiefs for Only
.
5c Each and Up

.

mj

mL

More Toys That "Go" and Dolls That Sleep.

and Dolls that never sleep. Auto friction toys, such as Fire
Aerial Trucks, Touring Cars, Etc., miniature reproductions of the modern kind,
' T : i:
and DOLLVILLE

In TOYLAND

I

Brin the
Children to'
Our Store.

,

-

'e:

All Toys and Dolls will be

Found on Balcony
--

M:
SkAA

!(.
Nothing

Suits $2.50 to $30.00
to 75o

Handkerchiefs

15c to fl.&0
r.

,

r

is more

-

arch's
jBchocr
Music all day on Victor Talk.

.

everybody invited

Ties
Suspenders

25c

FAT"

-

Give "Him" one of these, and

Overcoats 33:50
to
to

-

ing Machines by the .World's
GreXt&t Artisll.

practical than something useful.

25c

$27.50

$2.50'

Hafel!!!:!.!.

$1.00

UndenreaijSS",

r..75j to $5.00

kJ

-

at

x

Shirts.

'.via--r

t2

SoturdoLy Dec 12
Is Victrola Day

fe$ ''S'CMti

are practical, their gifts must be practical.
watch hia face light up with a smile.

Gloves .

'

GIFTS FOR MEN AND BOYS-

Men

Sox

$

Dioplay-SaturdaDecemb- e'ir

There are welcomed
y

Engines, Locomotives,

that sleep

Dolls

:Sgq Window

win-eve-

embossed!;

IFF
2

7'

BROADCLOTHS

old-tim- e

"stationery

'

ZIBELINES

NOT

GIRLS!
Wouldn't
you like a

Mini
Mole-Ski- n

,G

XMAS

$40 Garments ...$20.00

URAL LAMB

EXCHANGED

Hie-past-

YOUR.,

-- TIIE PRICES

THE MATERIALS'

BE

.'

BUY

Women's Suits and Coats

.

j

rm

TAUPERTG'Jeweler & Optician
S.

Turkey Tickets

A QREA TCH.RI STMAS

7.80

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
.92.00
One Year.........
WEEKLY

Cook'ng out fits
Invc&Ugatts si

96.00

for your

7)

--

Announces

Complete

M

V

E. Las Vegas..

c

li

ASK

Quality

WW

Xmas Eve. Dec. 21

Smoke
Wvste
Cannot Leak or Spill
Burners' for your
CheJin dish or
Percolator

store or

"The
w

FREES H

No
No

Entered, at the postorfice at East
Un Vegas, New lleiico, for transStates
United
eiiHfiion throuuh the

r"- -

40

FAT TURKFYS

Non Explosive
No Odor

Editor

... TERMS OF SUB8CRITION
Dally, by Carrier
Per Copy
One Week
One Month

.

..Cuffi

to $5.60
to $4.00

r$l

Bi!tt0iis-t:- .-

3S)

to

$1.60

0

TURKEYS
t

ACCORDING TO OUR ANNUAL CUSTOM, WE ARE GOING TO GIVE AWAY ABSCLUTCLy
ASK ABOUT OUR METHOD C"
ON THE r lGHT OF XMAS EVE, DECEMBER 24.

EE FORTY DELICIOUS
!

rRIBUTION.

TURKEYS

1

,w jT
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We Will II a. ve

Overcoats

Fine Lot of

a,

8, 1914.
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Take this straight r from
Uncle, it won't cost you a
red cent when you are
ready for a tobacco that will
absolutely satisfy that craving for a smartless, biteless

I
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smoke that smells sweet
and clean and tastes good
and wholesome, just you'
mosey around to the nearest shop where they exchange pipe food for the coin
of the Republic and ask for

. .;
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Thi3 is the one tobacco in these good old U. S. A. that s
minu3 the tongue bite and broil Why? Because they're
taken out by a patented process controlled exclusively
by us.
Buy a tidy red tin of P. A, 10c, or a toppy red bag, 5c, to carry

h

'

'

R.J. Reynold
TubACCU

CCO,CQQ.CO

on your hip for pipe and cigarette ammunition; but for home
humidor that comes
end office use buy the joyous crystal-glas- s
with a pound purchase of good old P. A. It keeps the tobacco
and in prima smoking condition down to the last pipeful.
pipe-f- it
Paste this little suggestion in your hat against Christmas the
humidor makes a man-siz- e
P. A. crystal-glas- s
gifty gift.
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Treaeurer
INTEREST PAJO ON DEPOSITS

much of the growth of irrigation and
dry farming in Colorado, and is a
competent man to talk or write on
such subjects. His article follows: "
Surprisingly few of us realize the
boundless wealth we have in the hundreds of thousands of acres of land
adjoining our community upon the
mesa. v.The ello and ensilage for forby
age, air 'nffflrVsaccessfuItyJloperated
many of the farmers, demonstrates

"dry" farming, when
intelligently managed, by industrious
hard workers, is not only profitable
but increases the market value of the
lands each year. A recent Visit to the
farms of Messrs. Cawthorne, Calhoun,
Griffith, Anderson, Richert, Turner,
Blegler, Belden, - Dick Heiser, Black,
Howe, Gerke, Swelgert, Stephenson
and others at the Mishawaka colony
revealed so many evidences of contentment and prosperity that I feel
constrained 1o insist that every one
interested in the growth of Greater
Las Vegas make a trip over these
lands that he majr;know from person
al observation, and talks with these
farmers what an immense resource
'
Las Vegas has In these lands. ' It is like finding a fortune to each
one lere who owns real estate to have
the assurance that his holdings"' can
be and will increase double and treble
in value in the hear future, for when
ever it is known and published that
these cheap lands are producing each
year more than enough cash to pay
for them, many purchasers will flock
here and especially the better class
of foreigners, many of whom understand the virtue of the soil and dairy
our
farming in a higher degree than
own people dream of. .
There are many other reasons why
this statement is sure to be verified
and the rapid growth of this commun
ity assured:
as occuA When this1 country
Colorado
of
all
the
Spaniards
pied by
was equally open to them, yet they
established their homes '.and their
Mora
largest colonies in' San' 'Miguel,
No
Mexico.
New
in
and Taos counties
doubt for the reason that here the
character of the soil and t);e climatic
conditions were more hospitable and
more favorable in every way than farther north.
BThe temporal crops of this region
surrounding Las Vegas have always
produced more satisfactorily than
those in any other part of, the state.
The flour mill here will verify this
statement, aa its greatest supply of
wheat comes from this source.
C Note the fact that the early Pikes
peak miner in Colorado in. 'f.9, '60 and
'61 got most of his flour, hay, grain
and, supplies irpm, this name ;section
l;
of Jew. Mexico. f V l ,
D Yet the following account. xr re- In
centJ(dyelopmenta,Jn dry farming
uuue
eveq
laai
Cwradp.qeinppstratp
it is. being successfully carried, on:
."The lollowing. ..is one of a series
of extracts taken '.from the report of
the joint committee of the Denver real
estate exchange and the chamber of
commerce which recently went into
eastern Colorado to investigate existing conditions. These are published
so that the facts may become known
and doubts removed:
'"Mr. Addison worked 15 years for
tha John Deere Implement company
in Chicago and seemingly never could
get ahead. His wife was sick, so he
had to leave. He went to Missouri,
stayed one year, bu the wife was no
better, so he came- to Colorado, settled
320 acres, has been here
eight
years, made cnongh. to buy 1C0 nrrrs
more, built a new adobe house, had a
large barn, two pit silos each 12 by
20 feet that cost $14.20 for material,
and will bullii more. Has good horses,
well bred HoMeln cows, lots of chicle- -

that the

j

ens; wife is absolutely well, happy
and proud of their home. It is 80 feet
to water, which is very good.
""Last year was struck - by hail,
which" stripped the leaves all off the
corn; he immediately cut the standing
stalks, which were green, and saved
75 tons of ensilage, which otherwise
would have been destroyed. He' has a
grove of black locust trees growing?"
E3
Lastly hut not least, it is known
to be a certainty that water for
purposes and for watering livestock is of the best hero and is obtainable at depths of from' 25 to 150
feet. Reliable persons who have observed the rainfall in this' section say
that In no year do we fail to have suf
ficient rain to Insure forage in large
quantities. This sure crop, properly
cared for in silos, makes for certain
success in stock feeding and the production of dairy products. When this
community gets these facts thoroughly ground into its system so as to be
come a united booster for a greater
Las Vegas and the settlement of these
lands, so much thi 'better for the com- unity.
Should
wish these
statements or any part et them, furth
er confirmed, he can refer to the First
lo

-

National bank, the San Miguel Nation
al bank, both of Las Vegas, New Mexico which will cheerfully and gladly
furnish data and proofs. That it is the
unexpected that happens is an old
and surprisingly true saying, and this
mesa land is much more valuable than
'
we realize now. It is another old say
ing that familiarity! breeds contempt,
so this condition is far from a reflection upon the energy or conscientiousness of the people of this locality. It
is lack of familiarity with the real
situation, which a trip out over the
mesa would at once overcome to the
surprise, benefit and real education
and enjoyment of all taking it.
AUTO STAGE

Automobile stage line to Mora tri-- .
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
nrday, leaving Murphey'a corner 8 a.
m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 6:45 p.
m. Fare for round trip, fa; one way,
$3. Round trip tickets good for one
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.

It will cost the voters $229,834 to
elect 15 judges la Chicago next June.
But then, Chicago judge are so dif:
ferent.
,

Toys at

BOLOH PIP

STO""

tE

POLLS OF ALL KINDS
DOLL BUGGIES

5c

to

$5.90

49c to $3,. 98

AT FKOM

DRUMS AT FROM

49c to $198

IRON TRAINS AT FROM.

25o to $1.25

TRAINS THAT RUN ON TRACK

49o

TOY DISHES

to

SETS AT FROM

TEAM AND WAGON IN

$1.98

10c up

STABLE.......

.

49c

-

93c

FOR

SHOO-FL-

TOY ANIMALS
MECHANICAL

FROM....
TOYS ....V.V.
VV

lOo

25c, 49c and 98c

FIRK ENGINES, HOSE CARTS, HOOK AND LADDER WAGONS,
25o and 49c

ETC., FOR

DUMP CARTS, RUNABOUTS,

PAINT BOXES, 18 OOLORS
TOY TREES IN WOODEN POTS

'.

25c
Sc and 23

C

'.ii ..':

MAGIC LANTERNS

"ERECTOR" THE NEW BUILDING

.49o and 98c

TOYS

98o

THIS IS ONLY A SMALL LIST OF THE GOOD THINGS WE ARE
THEM. PRICES ALWAYS

SHOWING. COME IN AND SEE
RIGHT.

.

.'.".".v.;.'.

r

TIME DEPOSITS

ON;

WM. O. HAYDON
KELLY

fl. W.
D."

GREiDEIMR'S

no Bounce

ii

CAPITAL CTCCII

33.

.

Hotklna, Cashier.

LAS- VEGAS SAVINGS BAMS.

PERSONALS

.

D. T.

fab-

ric, the Model and the Tailoring
Antonio Arohuleta, a merchant of
Watrous, was in town today.
and see to the tit over the
Carl von Dlelllgan arrived in Las
shoulder and around the collar.
Vegas yesterday' evening from Optimo.
It is Viimored that Mr, Dlelllgan Is
Ypu can'tmake a mistake in
Mis N. Lawless $H1I leave tonight making some purchases here in antiyou
any of tiiesje froinJr--.l- t
for Los Aii6GljArSSe will atay.ln the cipation of hi?' wedding within a few;
weeks.
coast city for a short time.
choose 'a
the C. W. Neal and family arrived last
J. 9. Duncan, representing
to
left
AT
and
Shoemaker.
Manufacturing night from
.
They
Wyoth Hardware
was
in
where...
t.
will
of
Texas,
speni.
Ma,
for
they
Joseph,
day
company
a few weeks. Mr. Neal is the Santa
town today calling on the trade:
Judge Manuel C. do Baca will leave Fe station agent at Shoemaker.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Durand arrived)
Las Vegas tomorrow for Las Angeles.
Judge de Baca has bee 111 for a con- last, night from Albuquerque. Mr. Dusiderable period of time. He Is Plan rand Is the manager of the New Mexning to spend some time on the const, ico agency of the Kansas City Life InJ. Wesley Baker died this morning to.be $fiOO,0X). The deal has not yet
Iropmg the lower altitude will have surance company.
a beneficial effect on his health. He J. WHBpwden of Raton was a busi- in his apartments. Mr. Bitker, who been closed, but Ban Johnson, prest
had been here since November 27, was dent of the American league, is en
was formerly a probate Judge of this ness visitor here today.
A. P. Nickeljohn arrived today from a resident of Berlno in Dona Ana coim- - deavoring to put It through.
county.
J. B. Sejfton arrived last night rrom Albuquerque. Mr. Nickeljohn is, the ty. He was 35 years, old. He is surLa Juntta. He will make a Bljort stay chief clerk to the statioij.agent ht the vived by his mother: and a brother,
Duke City. He left this afternoon for who! are in Berino. The body is being
here on railroad! business.
cared for by the Page Furniture and
,
- the east. , ReifMoore
and
George
Harvey
scneider arrived in Las Vegas last J, M. Irelantt, president of the Las Undertaking company pending arrangecar, which Vegas Brick company, left today on a ments for the funeral.
night In a Pierce-Arrowas put up for the night at the gar- short business trip to Denver.
LaaE,-Vegaschapter ' No. 3, Royal
age of the Las Vegas Auto and Ma - Simon Bacharach of the firm of
.
.
held a meeting last
Arch
n
n
..J
IJiaBoEs,
arel.J.fl
two
tourists
chine shop. The
from New York and are on their way from EH Paso, where he has been for night at Masonic hall. The following
officers were elected for the coming
to San Francisco, where they have a few days on business.
M.
Xk W. Hing of Denver
arrived in year: H. W. Clark, high' priest; G.
a concession at the Panama exposi
S.
J.
scribe;
Jones,
Carey,
king;
tion. They report the New Mexico Las Ve?as today for a short business
"
'
Charles Tamrae, treasurer; F. O. ATTENTION CALLED T0 BENEFIT
roads as being in good condition. They stay.
TO BE DERIVED FROM
Mrs. Kate Duerr and her daughter, Blood; secretary. After the business
left this morning for the west, expect
meeting, lunch and cigars were servTRIP i'
ing to be in California within three Mrs.-- . Jack Shea, of San Francisco,
ed.
a
for
last
night
Vegas
days.
A. H. Raynolds, a brother of Jeflaid o Montoya arrived in Las Ve- visit with Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Ryan.
WOULD
BUY
BREWER
ferson
Mrs.
of
T.Ti.'Nellan,
In
a
brother
Raynolds, of this city, has preRyan,
gas It it night from his home
New York, Dec. 8. Jacob Ruppert, pared an article for The Optto comN. M. Mr. Montoya is a prom- accompanied by Mrs. Nellan, is expectinent worker for the republican party ed to arrive tonight. The condition New York brewer, is negotiating with paring the onditlons In eastern ColoJn Union county.
of Mrs. TTyan, which has been critical W. S. Devery and Frank Farrell for rado with those of this section of New
C O. Coleman, assistant general for several days, was reported today the purchase of the New York Ameri- Mexico. The comparison shows a bigfreight agent of the Santa Fe railroad, as being somewhat improved, though can league baseball club. The priie advantage for New Mexico. Mr. Rayshe Is not out of danger.
ilanted by Devery and Farrell is said nolda, who is In- the city, has seen
was In Las Vegas this morning.
.
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INTEREST PAID

matter of

a

-

1

J. M, Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

Men and Boys
Your overcoat is

'

i

H-

FOR

and a nice lot of Plants and
Supplies for Christmas ... .

I

.i-'a- -.

Mackinaws

Wreaths of all Kinds
Mistletoe
Holly

Phone Main 276

CAPITAL PAID
(100,000.00

LAS VEGAS' BUSIEST

STORE

Las Vegas
New

On

The
Plaza

"S

'

.

Mexico

rEast Las Vetra-i- .

OFFICERS AND DIKECTOKS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vioe-Pres- t.
Clarence Wen. Secy. ATrea?
.
.
Donald Steward,
r'
j
C. C. Kobblris.

N. M.
t Albuquerque, N. M,
Pecos, N. M.
Trinidad. Colo.
. Bo we. N. M.
:

Santa Fe,

I;:
Vs

j'-

-

'KiJiJP

Wltolesatla Grocers

BAIN WAGONS',

riAGLi;

!!IAVAJOCI

hay v:zzzzr.

v

t

1

.
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KILLS BIG GRIZZLY
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DENSE

THICKET

Case of Quick Action, ai It
Dead Bear or a Dead
Meant
Man In an Extraordinary Brief Space
of Time.

CHAPMAN

II

A

COLUMN

t,

A.

F.

L. O. O. MOOSE

com-

fourth

?

i
i

....

I followed
ed Krtzzly.
the blood tracks into thick under
brush. Pretty soou It got so tight and
tangled I had to get down on my
hands and knees and crawl along,
pushing my gun ahead of me.
I might 'a' knowed It would hap
pen then. Suddenly I poked my head
single-hande-

and shoulders through into a little
clearing, and there was that grizzly.
reared up right above me!
There wasn!t no question about his
Intentions. It had to be a dead grizzly

ofw

iiiular

y

v

.

:

Fa

Dp.

For Rent

7

at

Him

Upside-Down-

.

GOAL i3XIH VJ'O'Oi

iBcdisncaus

FIRST CLASS
reasonable.

dressmaking. Prices
1103 Lincoln avenue.

homesteads; advance infor
mation; counties San Miguel, Guadalupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
Btate township desired; will give
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee 11; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,
D.

Fired

O

o

()
C)
()
()
C)
()

u

C)
C)

()
o
()

o
o

J

W Kry

V'

for the Propagation of the Faith, has
received a letter fom Father Hood,
a missionary In India. The letter de
scribes how a dealer in molasses, on
his way home from Rangpur, weut to
sleep at night curled up In the road
under his cart, and waa swallowed
whole by a hungry python.
The snake, which was killed later,
measured 21, feet In length.
RalJ Police Headquarter.
Elyrla, O. A thief had the temer
ltv to break into and loot a store lo
cated in the bosement under police
headquarters. Police have no clua.

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

n.

Protect the Birds.
There Is every reason why the
people of the farms should protect the
birds, all kinds of them, which destroy
the insects that are annually bringing hundreds of thousands of dollars
of loss to the people of the country,
first the farmers and then to the
world. The game birds are Insectivorous, but they are not all that are.
There are numerous birds ef the forest and field which work day In and
day out for men and yet these same
men who should be protecting them
go out to shoot and rend them unto
death. Kxclmne:.
Rea5 The Optics Want Ads.

0 inn i
RETAIL PRICES

or dead man m about tne Drierest SPANISH, TYPEWRITING SHORThand lessons by an easy and pracjiffy of time. I Just rolled over on
tical method. D. Trambley, 1119
my back and I fired at him upside-down- !
The brush was so thick above
Eleevnth street.
me that it would 'a' been Impossible
to get to my knees In time.
"Say, If that grizzly had toppled
Most Appropriate.
over forward Instead of backward he'd
"Do
know," remarked Mr.
you
rue.
That's
of
on
'a' fallen square
top
his
to
wife, one evening, "I
Gaynor,
how close we were.
"But he fell backward, all right. think photography Is a very strange
And for a time after I'd heard the profession."
"Why soJ" queried Mrs. Gaynor,
crush I don't know which was the
deadest, him or me! It was my flrBt with a smile, "because it develops
attempt to aim upside down. The negatives?"
"Not that, exactly," replied the husscare sort of left me collapsed. But
I'd bit him fair, under the chin and band, "but, as an example, my dear,
up through the mouth Into the brain. you recall that picture I had taken
the other day, In my riding togs not
stand!
SNAKE SWALLOWS AN INDIAN on a horse, you know, but just
ing in my riding outfit, with my crop
held In my hand. Well, today the
Makes Meal of a Man Who Went to
photographer 'phoned me that the plo
on
a
Rangpur
Sleep
are ready for me and that they I
tures
Road.
are all mounted."
New York. Rev.. Thomas J. McCor
mlck, assistant director of thft New
York diocesan branch of the Sooiety

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MOvCY

d

-

y

LODGE NO.
A.

,

ione uiciciy an
Rightly

tic i

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BXST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLB

a

Ws

right over your head?" asked Joe
Juneau, trapper, when he came into
the Palace hotel here with his partner,
Bert Wahl.
"Well, It ain't so darn funny when
you actually have to do It to escape
getting bugged by the grizzly. Griz
zly huggln' la one kind I don t hanKer
for!"
Joe Juneau had set out into the
mountains looking for caribou.
I never met caribou, nor nothln.
he said, "till right on the edge ol tne
timber, I suddenly saw a big bear!
Say, I cut loose with my Mauser
without thlnkln' at all. It was a
grizzly, and a whopper.
"Well, I followed htm up. I'd got
to a small cluster of trees before i
saw him again.
"I was so blamed excited, I fired
again, though I could only see his
But Id - forgot
head and shoulders.
....
wArx
mv srun was still siehtea ior ouu
yards, so, of course, I overshot mm,
But I guess I parted his hair all right,
for be turned and charged right at me
"But suddenly his bearship changed
his mind. He took a long circle, lop
ing off through the meadow. Then I
shot a third time and wounded him,
too, but It only served to quicken his
getaway.
"However, this time I must, a got
a mue recwess, Decause i weui rigm.
after him In spite of my creed not to
follow a grizzly, especially a wound

Q

It Will Be

A

CAF

Meets sectnd a4
Thursday
evening each
munication first tad mouth at W. o. W. hall. Visiting
laird Thursday tn brothers cordially Invited Howard T.
each month. Visiting Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
cordially in
8. Van KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS. COUN.
vited. Guy M. Cary, w. M
C1L NO. 804 Meets second and
Pettea, Secretary.
fourth Thursday in O. R C. hall
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding. Vlsitinp- members
are cordially , invited. Colbert O.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
conclave second
dey la each month at MaM.
H.
Dr.
GEO. H. HUNKER
m.
7:30
at
p.
sonlo Temple
Recorder.
Attorney-at-LaChas.
Tamme,
B.
Smith,
1
C;
L iwUX&trt:
V
East Las Vegas. New Mexico,
OPTIC'9 NUMBER, MAIN 2
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
ADVER- RATES FOR CLASIFIED
W. P. BOAL, M. D.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
TISEMENTS
cation first Monday In each Office at Residence 708 Lincoln Ave.
Calls answered day or night.
month at Maaonlo Temple
Five cents per line each insertion.
at 7:80 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar,
Estimate six ordinary word.s Jo a line,
DR. F. S. HUXMANN
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre
No ad to occupy less space than two
Oerttlst ;
tary.
lines. All advertisements charged
Dental work ot any deaoriptloa M
will be booked at space actually set I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
moderate jtrtcee
without regard to number of words,
4. Meets every Monday evening at Room l, Center Block, s Office Phoat
Cafah in advance preferred.
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 41
their hall on Sixth street. All vlsitsng
brethern cordially Invited to attend.
A. T. Rogers,
Ji. Frledenstine, N. G.;
LECAL TIME CARD
V. G.; T. M. Elwopd, Secretary; Karl
Wertz. Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
Cast toun
WANTED
Woman for general house' Cemetery Trustee.
Arrive
work. Apply 1100 Seventh street.
No,
J:t p. ... 7:41 p.
B. P. Ot ELKS Meets second and No. 4.. ..11:64 p m. .. 11:61 p,
IF YOU want to sell range mares
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. I. ..J 1:26 a. m. . . . 1:1
. a
write H. L. Gray, E. Las- Vegas.
month Elks' home on Ninth street No.
M
fk
1:16 p m....
j3
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
West Sound
H.
Wm.
Invited.
are
Spring
cordially
SqIo
Arrive
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se No, 1,... 1:10 p. m..
1:11- p. S
1:41 a '&
No. I.... 1:85 a. m..
HORSE and buggy for sale, Inquire cretary.
4 :11 p. a.
No. 7. .v f.10 p. m..
of Perry Onion.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR- No. I.... t:t6 p. tn..
7:
ITY, COUNCIL NOV 2390 Meets In
FOR SALE Residence, eight rooms,
W.
O. W
ball, Sixth street, on the
CALL FOR BIDS
bath, sun room, hot water heat. 1102
third
Mondays ot each NEW MEXICO STATE PENITENand
Hrst
or
Call
at
house
Btreet.
Eighth
TIARY
month at 8 D. m. Visiting brothers
Room 19 Crockett block.
and Ladies always welcome. O.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 30, 1914.
Bids for furnishing supplies to the
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow, State P'enitentiary at Banta Fe, for
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. six months ending May 30th, 1915,
FOR RENT Two room furnished W. Montasrue Assistant Deputy, 1011 will be opened at 9 o'clock a. m.,
bouse. Phone Main S51.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Mi
Thursday, December 10th, 1914, at the
of
Suite
RENT
FOR
housekeeping
Penitentiary.
NO
BROTHERHOOD
rooms. 1103 Lincoln. Phone obi.
FRATERNAL
Supplies consist of Groceries, Meats,
102 Meets every Monday night
Cloth, Clothing and Grain.
Durham O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue
FOR SALE 7 registered
A list of specifications and Blank
cows.
Apply II. K. Leonard, San 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor Proposals will be furnished on appliJose, N. M., or L. Sands.
dially welcome. J, Tv Buhler, Presl cation to John B. McManus, superindent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, .Secretary
tendent,.
TWO furnished; rooms for lighthouse- - C. II. Bally, Treasurer.
By order of the
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS.
keeping, modern, except heat; no
"
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA October 17th, 1914.
sick, no children. 810 Lincoln
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second
Early inquiry Into wage conditions
FOR RENT Five room furnished and fourth Tuesdays of each month at in Milwaukee is promised. Carroll G.
bouse. Inquire 70G Lincoln avenue. 8 p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul;
Pearse will be chairman of the board.
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo Three of the first 11 named are known
FOR RENT House four rooms and cal Deputy. Visiting members are es- - to be friendly to labor. The board
bath, electric lights, newly papered eclally welcome and cordially invited will have 15 members.
and painted; best location; low rate
to good tenant. Phone Purple 6301.
.

McBrlde, B. C "Did y'ever lie on
your back in the brush and shoot a
wounded grizzly that was standing

O

00 Work

Brit-

ish Columbia.

IN

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Lucky Shot Saved Joe Juneau's
Life in

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

2,000 pounds or More, each

dlivery.....

pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
60 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery
1,000

20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.
...30o per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
and
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Famous.
Mad
Las
Have
Which
Vegas
of
Lasting Qualities
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

find what you want

KIT ADS

ad'
I

sell what you

bit want

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth mosL
THE PROPERTY yoa want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would bear of your
property unless It were advertised here,
OTHERS who read and answer the ads In thiB newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of use fulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.
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We will place on sale every,
store from
thing in tlio
to .2 off from
1--

4

fill the 25th

lot h

Bee,

adies' Furs
Our Ladies' Fur Department has proven a
great success, which goes to show that the
people want Genuine Furs and NOT IMITATIONS
The kind of furs we offer are Natural Fox,
red and grey, Black Lynk, Natural Raccoon,

Extra Dark Tlarten.
Prices range from $12.50 to $110.00. By buying furs from us you save 50 as you don't have
to pay to pay middlemen's profit.
.

COME IN AND LOOK

1

1

COpTHES
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c

Values

$9.9S Now...

Now....

YOU

i
31.

IJ

A

...

$27.50

and $30.00

SUITS AND O'COATS

$14,93 Now

-

HATS

...

AND

-

$18.93

Q

CAPS

hc

t.
cnf
lt( - now antiH o.,,
ami
ior anv' iiaii in iuc
jiuic
s
c
all new shapes ana colors, roiui- a
make, $3 oo and $4 00 values, now
3
Mla
We iust received large ship
r
HkarP3-me- nt
0f sample caps, Xmas
price 98c for $1.50 to $2.50 values, One lot 48c.
r

.

WILL FIND SIZES FROM 33 TO 44

NEW STYLES

I

and $22.50 Values

SUITS AND O'COATS

SUITS AND O'COATS

-

$20.00

$15.00 and $16.50 Value- s-

$12.50,

OVER.

Xmas Price

Xmas Price

Xmas Price

Mil

In our stock you will find
the highest grade of SUITS
and O'COATS that money
and tailoring will produce--- f:
Adler Rochester and Spero
Michael make.

te0CHESTEE

P

t' "
'

ECKWEil

lection a large stock of
Bath Robes and Pajamas, pure linen Handkerchiefs,
Silk Handkerchiefs, Perrins Gloves, Full Dress Combination Sets and Umbrellas for Men.

4

1
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1

1

10

1

1
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FREE!
On presentation,

I!

I..IIU

"...

.FREE! CSX- -

this Coupon 'is worth so'cents
with every

80.OO
1

PURCHASE
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FINANCIERS ARE
ENCOURAGED
REGARDING THE COUNTRY'S
- CONDITION

All human experience looks back t
motherhood as the wonder of wonders.
The patience, the fortitude, the sublime
faith during the period of expectancy ara
second only to the mother love bestowe.-- i
upon the most hlples but most marvl-ou- s
creation a baby.
Women are uilrlc to learn from cacti
other those helpful agencies that alii to
comfort, that conserve their nervou
energy and yet ftro perfectly; safe to us
and among these thex recommend
"Mother's Friend."
It la entirely an external application
designed to lubricate th broad. Cat
muscles jtnd skin that protect th
abdomen. It has been fn favorable us&
for nearly half a century and 1 known
to mother In almost every settled community in the United States who highly
it. You will find It on sal's
in drug stores. "Mothet-'Friend" it
utterly harmless, contain no deadening
drugs and yet its Influence In the skirt
and muscles beneath as also upon tha
neiwora or nerves Deneath the skin J
very beneficial, very soothing and a
wonderful help.
The muscles eioan
aatnralfy and are not suhtected la unnec
essary surface strain and pain.
vjt--i
a iiome ot Aiotner a jmena today at any drug store and write to ua
for our Instructive little book to mothers.
Address
Bradfleld
BeiruIatoC C
ai
Lamar Bids,, Atlanta, Ua.

- New York, Dec. 8. tfo unfavorable
followed tbe much
developments
feared partial opening of the stock exchange. The bond market commenced surprisingly steady and many quotations showed considerable strength,
which happy result was foreshadowed in my previous weekly letters.
Foreign liquidation was not an impor
tant factor, although, some selling was
occasionally noted. In fact so positively encouraging was the experiment
of partial opening that the exchange
for the first time sinca the war, issued
official quotations on stocks selling
at or above the minimum prices. This
very practical display of confidence,
which should he encouraged, will
doubtless have a widely beneficial result. It will tend to establish opinion
as to values. It has already demonstrated there is no such wholesale li
PONDER THIS CHILD PROBLEM
quidation in prospect as one time, fear
ed; and it paves thei way tor an early
"Jack the Ripper" Prova
resumption of trading in stocks on the
Puzxle to tha Paychol-ogistexchange. The action of the bond
market may be taken as a tair Indication of how the stock market would
Chicago Did you ever meet a
"Jack the Ripper," so to
a H when reopened; and there is no
speak? A mere child with a blood
loiter any serious occasion for delay
lust that Impels him to strangle cat
in gradually removing the present rewith his bare hands and attempt tbe
strictions. There are intimations that
slaughter of babies with gusto?
the London stock exchange may be
Such a one has been examined by
opened by the middle of (he month,
the psychopathic laboratory of tha
provided permission of the British govmunicipal court and pronounced a perernment can be obtained.
fect specimen of sadist Chief Justice Harry Olson told about him beIs
now
over four months since the
It
the alienists and neurologists IrV
fore
New York stock exchange closed, and
the other day.
session
no business organization in the UniThis boy has had an exciting career
ted States ha3 made greater sacrificIn the last year, and so have others,
es or greater efforts for the preseras he has been adopted eight times.
vation of our national finances than
The eighth adoption was a month ago,
and he soon will be ready for th
the members of that body, either Inninth candidate.
dividually or collectively. Of course,
Grown men would hesitate about
inbeen
have
guided
they
largely
by
cats with bare hands, but
strangling
telligent self interest as well as by an
this boy delights In it. Wrlngins
the
of
consequences
appreciation
chickens' heads off is a tnild amusewhich might have followed the debacle
ment to him. The climax came soon
arising from the war had It not closafter his seventh adopter had returned
ed. Nevertheless, everyone In the finhim to the county court ibs impossible
Dr. W. J. Hickson. head of the psychoancial district well knows that the
pathic laboratory, and his wife took
stock exchange was quite as much inan Interest In the case when fotstfr
fluenced In its action by consideration
parent No. 7 reported the child 1ibH
of national Interest as by its own imtried to throw a girl baby under a
mediate affairs. When the emergen
ca,r....,i,;.
"sound
cy '"came,
"Don't you know it was naughty Ut
throw the baby under; the car?"
judgment and public spirit promptly
to the rear; and
queried Afr. Hickson o the juveniu-"Ripper.- "
pushed
"Why, you might !:
the New York stock exchange through
her.
killed
prompt and unselfish action prevented
"Sure," responded the boy. "What
the gravest financial crisis thia coun
do you take me for?- - That'g what I
'
try has ever seen from running Into
tried to do."
incalculable disaster. Now that this
An Oak Park clergyman, undismayed
danger has completely disappeared and
by his record, took the boy, asserting
become only a matter of history, this
that, psychologists to the contrary notd
withstanding, every one had been
fact is no secret; and is mentioned
could
and
bs
God's
in
mage
mat
not as a boast, but merely as a
made perfect. The boy, he said, waa
ter of justice to an institution that
no exception. The psychologists ar
has had to hear much more than its
awaiting a report from Oak Park
share of abuse, and whose short-cowith interest.
ings and mistakes are infinitesimal
Evila of Tobacco.
compared with the services which it
has rendered to the business communJersey City, N. J. A rank smelling!
stogie that he was smoking early tha
ity. Many of those who loudly railed
other day foiled a burglar. Mrs. Mary
are
our
various
exchanges
against
Quinlan awakened, detected the bad
now only too glad to see them resum- money.
odor and spread aa alarm, the burglar
ing normal activities.
HENRY CLKWS.
fletdng.
The local money situation shows fur
ther improvement. Funds are accum
As expected, the employers of MinChicago Is pushing vigorously 1!
These nesota are fighting the decree of the
ulating and rates declining.
campaign to aid women to find jobs.
tendencies must he attributed first. minimum wage commission that wom The officials are swamped, and hav
to the beneficent operations of the en and minors are worth from
to warned girls to shun Chicago for the
new reserve banks, which have great $9 a week as a minimum wage.
present.
ly expanded credit facilities, and second to the dullness of trade, which
lessens the ordinary demands for accommodation.
Tha lowering of re
serve requirements under the new
system necessarily involved the risks
of too sudden ease and too much in
flation, in view of the large amounts
of emergency currency and clearing
house certificates still outstanding.
Fortunately both of these forms of
currency are being retired as fast as
possible; and as the reserve banks
get Into more perfect working order
tbelr control over the money situation
The inevitable Increase
will vanish.
of money and credit will however
WITH
prove ia powerful aid to business re
vival, and, if long continued cannot
but have a great stimulus, not only
fir
upon trade but also upon investment
values.
Tha tremendous extent to
which credit facilities have been expanded is not yet fully realized, and
has adjust
until the money-markCarries a full measure
ed itself to thi3 heavy Increase in bank
of Christmas sediment
reserves our bank officials will have
mi joy to your friends.
to exercise much discretion and re
The Engravers are busy.
straint if they intend to prevent an un
Better seed your order
Care
of
credit.
desirable expansion
in now,.
will also be needed to conserve the
domestic gold supply, whicn Is large
and widely scattered all over the
country. Our best safeguards are to
persistently retire redundant currency
and to develop the export trade as
much as possible. Our exports have
already recovered wonderfully from
the war. partly owing to the big for
self-intere-

-
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-

cra-ate-

EAST LAS

Your

Name
Engraved InsMc

Greetings

OHIO

Correct Garments for Men
This .fore will be open ever nidht till X&Ias, becinninl Dec. 10

mm

Christmassy Holly
and Poinscttla
Covers

We have placed on sale five gross of neckwear at 35c eech or 3 for $1.00. All regular 50c
values. We also have a large selection ol Neckwear in beautiful boxes. They will make very
.
handsome Xmas remembrances. 50c, 75c and $1.00.

ilU..wJ OL.uJciIiilu.

demand for our foodstuffs, and
partly to the urgent inquiries for war
materials from the various belligerents. One government official has already stated that the war will add
1300,000,000 to the foreign commerce
of the. United States. Violent fluctuations must be expected to accompany
the derangement of
international
trade. The world has largely., adjust
ed itself to the war basis; but as soon
as peace comes, another sharp read
justment win follow. Tho great in
dustrial nations, England and Germany, will return to work with intense eagerness to recover what has
been lost. Competition will be keen
and prices low. This now rivalry for
foreign markets promises to exceed
anything the world has ever seen; and
what effect that condition will have
upon the United States is yet to he
determined. PosslMy there will be
an inrush of imports, particularly under our new tariff. At the same time
our exports of merchandise might
temporarily decline.
Trade at home is dull. Reduced bank
clearings, declining railroad earnings,
contraction in building, accompanied
by au unusual number of business failures, all furnish unwelcome testimony
in this direction. But, let it be thoroughly understood, these statements
represent conditions that ara passed.
The tide has turned. The country
must look forward to the constructive
effects of a sound banking system, to
a period of easy money and to th
sustaining effects of a good harvest.
The stock market will be the first to
reflect these better conditions, and
were It not for the war American se
curities would be selling many points
higher than they are today. If It
proves true that this market has fairly discounted, the war and we think
it has then American securities are
entitled to a substantial recovery, pro
vided the fortunes or misfortunes of
war do not prevent. There is one
olher factor on which much hope is
being based, and that is that the In
terstate commerce commission will
yield to Intelligent public opinion and
also to the desires of the administration by granting some portion of the
railroads' request for an advance In
rales. Should a favorable decision be
forthcoming this month, as Isi antici
pated in some circles, the event will
have a distinctly beneficial effect upon business sentiment generally. The
restoration of business confidence
would be greatly accelerated by such
tangible evidence of the cessation of
official hostility to big business. Pres
ident Wilson's coming message to
cdngress will be awaited with much
Interest.
Investment purchases ,Jiasa boon
largely held back for the last four
months", and sayings must have ac
cumulated considerably in consequence. There la no serious foreign
liquidation now in sight; and, as there
are no safer or better paying investments In the world Just now than Am
ericans, it follows that there should
be sufficient domestic and foreign buying to offset any probable liquidation
on foreign account. The Investment
demand at home is steadily growing
with the Increase of confidence, and
the larger dealings in bonds, short-ternotes and public utilities are a
visible expression of this Improve
ment At present prices the better
class of railroad shares and certain
industrials are paying investments,
considering the outlook for easy
eign
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LODGE OF THE W. 0. W.
STILL CLAIMS $1,000 OR
NOTHING

LOCAL

to the clerk of the court by the gar-nishee defendant, F. M. Hughes, be
turned over to S. B. Davis, Jr., attorMcGloth-in- .
ney for the defendant Roy A.
This was a suit on account in
which a carload of wheat was attach-

.

ed for payment. The defendant
sides near Solano In Mora county.

The Very

GEMS

IN

MILLION

APPEL LOSES SUIT
In the case of Isaac Appel vs. A. II.
McGlothin and others a judgment was
entered in the district court today
dismissing the case against the deThe
fendant, Roy A. McGlothin.
txmrt ordered that toe money paid in

FARM SAUSAGE,

ARCH VEGETABLES,

re-

n

OUR DUTY

When we started our Undertaking department we made It
our special duty to secure one
of the best and most proficient
funeral directors and embalm-er- s
that we could possibly obtain, and in this we have not
been disappointed.
Our complete equipment together with our reasonably low
prices puts us in the lead.
PAGE FURNITURE AND UN-

DECEMBER

8,

1914.

Comb Honey

COFFEE'
on the Market

J.

MONARCH FRUITS.

MON

OYSTERS,

YOU CAN GET THEM

ONLY AT

'EARNS

Store

FANCY TOMATOES

OYSTER

HOT HOUSE LETTUCE

BEETS

CRISP CELERY

TURNIPS

ENDIVE

CARROTS

PARSNIPS

SOUP BUNCHES

GREEN CHILE

knows there Is no economy In
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kuows the best
Is the cheapest That Is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack to'

day.

Ask your grocer for
Quill Flour.

Pure

S6e Las Vegas Roller Mills

off on every Overcoat Inthe ..store, for cash, tomorrow only.
Taichert's Clothing Store, Correct
Garments for Meiv Adv.
lf

The Y. M. C. A. has received a con
signment of the association emblems.
These take the form of watch fobs,
tiepina, etc. The association is Inaugurating a movement to have every
member wear this emblem in some

.

J. S. Mitchell, the representative of
(the Southern California Automobile
association, has notified Road Commissioner Robert J. Taupert by telephone that he has reached Sands, N.
M. Mr. Mitchell is directing a
party
that is putting up signs along the
roads. They will be In Las Vegas by
Thursday, Mr. Taupert says.
at. the parcels post window, in the
rear of the lobby, a convenient .par
cels post card. It grves the cost of
shipment per pound, so that, by con
suiting the card, persons easily may
determine the amount of postage necessary. The card is the work of
Charles Stewart, who is quite an

artist

LOCAL CAPITALIST ADDS TO HIS
LIST OF PROPERTY ON
DOUGLAS

Christ Wiegand today closed a deal
through the Investment and Agency
Corporation of this city, by which he
obtains possession of the building on
K

T

1.

Ing house, the office of the Las Vegas

Light and Power company and Frank
lin's store. This property formerly be
longed to A. O. Wheeler, who exchang
ed it a short ; tirae tg uf or ;an apart
ment building in Denver, Mr. Wie
gand at once purchased it from the
new owners. The property is a two-

The Woman's club of Las Vegas
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock at the Commercial club rooms.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president of
the New Mexico Normal University,
v.ill deliver an address on the topic
"As a Man Thinkcth." All members
are requested to be present and the
public is cordially invited.

Mutual Girl tonight. Also two-reReliance with Ed Coxen the noted
actor. Don't fail to see the special
Alvan N. White, superintendent of
program at the Mutual theater tonight. public instruction for New Mexico,
Good music Adv.
has notified Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts
of the Normal University that II. W.
The board of directions of the Com- rognt win arrive In Las Vegas on
mercial club will meet tonight at 8 Thursday morning. Mr. Foght Is the
o'clock In the' club's quarters in the special investigator of rural Instruc
Masonic temple. All members are rer tion- for the United States bureau of
quested to toe Present. Thai directors education. He Is traveling throughout
have received several applications for New Mexico observing the facilities
the office of secretary, 'and may take and methods of education here. He
action upon them this evening. Sev- is at present in Colfax county, hut
eral tmnnrtant ."run ml ftp a,- TAivvrfa or soon, will be in San Miguel county, to
'"" '
observe conditions.
expected to be made.
,

Furniture

f

GflMF u

MM

CO.

STOfiE

,?;i"'te,J iMrm
Installments;

Phone Main

379

spire enough
store Duuaing
10 aua a
complete line of FURNITURE and RUGS. We "did it
without practically any additional expense, we are now offering FURNITURE and RUG 3
at prices that are very reasonable indeed.

SII0PPI1MS

LU3WID

WM.

Everything in Furniture and Hardware,

ILFELD

or Colors in? your 1915 Ford?
We will have another carload ship- ped from the factory, in a few days.
Place your order, now and get Just
what you want.
Why not give "her" a Ford for
j.mas. Had you thought of that?
A full assortment of parts on hand
at all times. Also prompt and efficient
Ford service.
,

,

...

At Whafen

uaraKc.

TILL CHRISTMAS
We are displaying swell lines of
Cut Glass.
Silverware.
China Closets.
Buffets.
Dressers.
Library Tables.

TasK theButton andRcs
1

5' -

a.v

?

i32-'?irrj-

10

Do you wish Special Equipment

F. J. WESNFR

G

We were able to

(IE

mm
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Ealile

Buckwheat Flour
Maple Syrup Honey

1

WIIEELEB BUILDING

form!

Old Fashioned

Funeral Directors.

imm pujises

'A

At tlie Home Of Tbe Best Gf Everytleg

Johnsen & Son

five-piec-

;

t

The expense of a funeral to be respectable and in
greaj. Our large stock of
medium
and
good grade goods give our patrons
cheap,
the privilege o selecting, what they feel they can afford.
Our aim is always to grve more for the money than can
elsewhere be procured. Our business system and the
only complete equipment in the city, make this possible.
good keeping, need not be

e

Will buy in exchange for feed, good
burlap sacks. P. Trambley Roller
Mills, 1215 Mora avenue. Adv.

Fernando Martinez, who is accused
of forging the name of Elegio Gonzales to a note for $6, had a preliminary hearing yesteraa'y arternoon in
the court of Justice D. R. Murray, resulting in his being bound over to
await the action of the grand Jury.
Bond was fixed at $500, which Martinez said he could furnish..

Our Patrons Dictate
What the Bill Shall be.

night-watchm-

-

IKE DZl IfIS
THE CASH GROCER

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Sho-walt-

Bacharach Brothers are exhibiting
a mechanical toy display today. The
display takes the form of a miniature
carnival, with a Ferris wheel, windmill, pump, etc.. In action.,- It is decorated with'.vmyriadstiOf small electric
lights which give a beautiful effect. .',

SWEET POTATOES

w

ESTABLISHED 1876

II. YORK

TVMldfln flvanito AAinnloJ

GREEN ONIONS

BANK OF LAS

vative Bank.

h

The sisterhood of Temple Monte-fior-e
met yesterday afternoon in the
parlors of the Hotel Romaine. Important business was discussed and final
arrangements were completed for the
dance to be given a O. R. C. hall on
Saturday evening. This affair will he
for the children of the congregation.

PLANT

NAMOL

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong! and conser-

The very best

,

SHIPT

FIBST

40c per Pound

Don't neglect to order your individ
The commissioners of San Miguel ual Christina cards.
county held their regular monthly
meeting at the court house yesterday. . Coal and wood deliveries tomorrow.
The commissioners paid the cost of Phonei Main 47, James O'Byrne.' Adv.
holding the recent election here. The
election , thla year cost the county
Order your revenue cancellors now.
$2,000, a moderate sum for a county Optio Pub. Co.
as large as San Miguel. Routine work
occupied the remainder of the meet
All orders for holiday
stationery
ing.
find greetings must be in by December 15. Optic Pub. Co.
The Las Vegas Steam laundry has
installed a ten horse power motor in
Coal and wood deliveries tomorrow.
the basement to furnish power for Phono Main 47, James O'Byrne. Adv.
driving the machinery. This makee
unnecessary the use of the large en
Mrs. H. T. Davis, dressmaker, regine,? The motor was placed in use moved to 407,, Washington., ..Gowns at
yesterday and has proved highly satis popular pricesi Advoi enwu
factory. It was installed by Manager
W. P. Southard of the Las Vegas
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Light and Power company.
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Christian church will meet on Thursday-aftFor sale Seven room modem house
ernoon
with Mrs. Hasty at the on hill. Steam, heated, three lots.
home of Mrs. A. E. Marsh on Grand Bargain If taken in a few days. Box
avenue.
548. Adv.

SEAL

Service based on (he facilities
and experience gained during (he
past forty years is extended by the
A

The East Las Vegas Fire company
held its regular meeting last night for

the purpose of electing officers for the
ensuing year. The attendance was
large, as It was known that business
of great, importance was to be considered. The fire fighters elected the
following officers for 1915: Fred L
Phillips, chief; R. W. Smith, assistant
chief; George Sutherland, first cap
tain; Dr. G. M. Jones, second captain;
R. W. Smith, secretary and treasurer.
This is the fourth successive year
to the
that Smith has been
office of secretary and treasurer. After
the election, the members turned their
attention to the plans for the annual
Grocer and Baker
dance of the company on New Year's
Eve. The department claims that the
dance this year will be the biggest
Santa's pack would be Incomplete thing that Las Vegas has ever witneswithout a box of embossed stationery. sed, far outclassing any other attraction of the evening. The coming afOrder now at Optio office.
fair will be the thirty-fourtthat the
Wlllard N. McKisson, who recently firemen have given, all of them occurexchanged positions with E. S.
ring on the evening of the new year.
Tlie East Las Vegas company has
in the local postoffice, is off
done excellent work during the past
duty on, account of illness.
year in protecting the lives and prop
According to the report of Volun erty of the residents of the town. The
teer Observer Lewis gr the NormaN members feel that they are entitled
University the highest point of tem- to the unqualified support of the towns
perature reached yesterday was 40 folk, as a reward .tor the volunteer
degrees. The lowest last night was service theyu have: giv ert,oi. East Las
21 degrees.
Vegas, they say, is the only town of
its size in the United States that has
Louis Melvin will commence work a purely volunteer fire company. The
an
tonight as
for the East side boys do not want to be paid
Santa Fe railroad here. .t. B. Floyd, for their work, hut they want the peo
who formerly, held the position, has ple to make them realize, by attend
been transferred to the round house. ing the dance, that the
of the company is appreciated.
The dance will be masquerade afThe Rosenthal Furniture company
yesterday ordered a carload of the fair, beautiful prizes being given for
Free sewing machines. The local con. the most unique costumes. Music will
cern.-hae
accepted the agency forjthe be furnished by the Simlson
machine in Las Vegas, Santa. Ferand orchestra. Tickets may toe purchased
Tucumcari. The car will contain 130 from, the ticket committee or from
the firemen's headquarters in the
machines.
,
city hall.
The basketball teams of the High It Is up to Las Vegas society Jflrtschool commenced .practice yesterday iuu uuii tsy img iu ueuau oi ine nre
afternoon at the armory. Several fighters,
candidates were out for every position
on both, the boys', and girls' teams.
The prospects are favorable for an
extremely fast aggregation to represent the red and white. ,

),

BACON,

50-fo-

THEY WANT EVERYBODY TO AT
TEND THEIR DANCE ON NEW
'YEAR'S EVE

SchiUirig'sBest
Coffee

e.

One-ha-

story brick structure facing on DougThe staff of editors of the "Southlas avenue. It has a
frontage. west Wind" appeared In chapel at the
The building was put up about eight New Mexico Normal University yesyears ago and Is modern in every
terday and told of the plans for the
paper this year. The "Southwest
Wind" is the annual published by the
Buhscrine for Tha 0900.
senior class of the state institution.

SUPPORT

LOCAL NEWS

Best GooBs

UNQUALIFIED

BUCKWHEAT

'

foremost-modist-

FIREMEN DESIRE

HMD

OLD

Tonight only at the photoplay thea
ter will be shown the wonderful $!,
000,000 production, "The Theft of the
Crown Jewels," featuring Mies Alice
DERTAKING CO.
Joyce. Photoplay patrons will be
611 6th St.
fortune
phone Vegas 114
tremendous
the
to
gee
eager
shown in" this extraordinary production. Altee Joyce, clad in. a million
dollar' worth lf genomu gems and a
$3,000 down makes this the greatest
attraction you have ever seen in
any theater. Mian Joyce is1 the only
living person who has worn bo great
a fortune at one time. Lebolt & Com
Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
pany of Fifth avenue, New York, loan Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
ed the gems to Kalem for this produc
tion. The gown was designed by "Lu
For Rent Furnished rooms with or
America's without
cille" (Lady
board. 710 Grand. Adv..

JONES DAIRY FARM SAUSAGE, JONES DAIRY FARM
BROOKFIELD

TUESDAY,

1

r

Yesterday afternoon before Judge
David J. Leahy in chambers, a Judg- ment was entered in the case of Moutezuma camp No. 2, Woodmen of the
World, against the BOTerelgn camp of
the Woodmen of the World, a corporation,. 0. A. Larrazolo and Charles
Tamme, interveners, for the sum of
1121.25, being the amount paid in by
the local lodge to the sovereign lodge
tn a life insurance policy of Thomas
Harrison, now deceased, a member of
the lodge, during his lifetime,, i
Thomas Harrison, being a member
of the local order, of Woodmen, during
his lifetime took out a life insurance
policy for the sum of one thousand
dollars,' and later had the local lodge
made the beneficiary of the policy, the
local lodge thereafter paying the premiums and assessments.
Harrison died at the New Mexico
Hospital for the Insane, and tha local
lodge sought to collect the entire polThis the sovereign
icy of $1,000.
lodge refused to pay, but offered to
return to the local lodge the amount
paid In on the policy for premiums.
Suit was brought to endeavor to collect the entire" $1,000. The suit was
decided against the local lodge,and
the court gave judgment for $121.75
against the defendant, which was tendered Into court by the attorneys for
the sovereign lodge. At the hearing
yesterday Tamme and Larrazolo, the
Intervenors, In behalf of the local
lodge, refused to accept tha sum
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Easy Rockers.
Hall Seats and Mirrors.
Davenport and Duofold Beds. '
Wilton and Axminster Rugs!
Come and see our grand array
for the holidays
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If you want the finest

and highest quality in
Canned- - Fruits and
Vegetables order from
your Grocer.
"Hunts" Supreme Fruit
Fort Vegetables and Berries

